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ABSTRACT 
The replication of retroelements may have deleterious effects on the hosts. 
Therefore, elements and their hosts have coevolved mechanisms to regulate 
retroelement replication. This regulation can occur at the transcriptional, 
translatioi\al, or post-traiislational levels as well as through targeted integration 
or cDNA recombination. I have studied host regulation of the Saccharomyces 
retrotransposon Ty5. I have found that Ty5 transcription is carefully controlled. 
Transcription of Ty5 is haploid specific and is repressed 10 fold in diploid strains. 
Ty5 transcription is also regulated by the pheromone response pathway, which is 
activated during mating. In addition, Ty5 transcription is regulated by flanking 
sequences. Ty5 preferentially integrates into regions of silent chromatin at the 
telomeres and the HM loci, which, in turn, represses Ty5 transcription. 
Although the repressive effects of silent chromatin have been well characterized, 
I have foimd that transcription and transposition of Ty5 elements embedded in 
silent chromatin can be induced by pheromone treatment or during the mating 
process. Another level of retroelement regulation is the targeting of element 
cDNA to non-coding regions. cDNA can be targeted by the element-encoded 
integrase protein or through recombination with pre-existing elements. I found 
that Ty5 recombines at high frequency with homologous substrates. Two classes 
of recombinants were identified: tandem elements and elements that arose by 
marker exchange between the Ty5 cDNA and the substrate. Ty5 cDNA 
recombination is dependent on the host repair protein Rad52, but not on the 
host repair protein Radl or Ty5 integrase. Using an assay system that allowed me 
to identify the cfs-acting sequences important Ty5 cDNA recombination, I have 
found that the Ty5 LTR is critical for tandem element formation. Internal Ty5 
sequences can facilitate tandem element formation in the presence of an LTR. 
These data have made it possible for me to propose models for tandem element 
formation based on recombination between the LTRs of the cDNA and substrate. 
The LTR was not found to be important for marker exchange events, suggesting 
ix 
that the two classes of recombinants arise by different mechanisms. Targeted 
integration and recombinational amplification of Ty5 elements at the telomeres 
suggests that Ty5 may play a important role in telomere structure. 
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CHAPTER I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Transposable elements are DNA sequences that can move to other 
chromosomal lod without homology required by classical recombination (Berg 
and Howe, 1989). There are two classes of transposable elements that differ by 
their modes of replication. DNA transposons replicate through a DNA 
intermecUate, and included in this class are the bacterial Tn elements, the maize 
Ac element and the Drosophila P element (Berg, 1989; Craig, 1989; Engels, 1989; 
Fedoroff, 1989; Kleckner, 1989; Sherratt, 1989). Retroelements replicate through 
an mRNA intermediate and are divided into retrotransposons and retroviruses, 
the latter of which are infectious (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Brown and 
Vannus, 1989). There are two groups of retrotransposons that are distinguished 
by whether or not they have long terminal repeats (LTRs) at their ends (the LTR 
and the non-LTR retrotransposons) (Figure 1) (Xiong and Eickbush, 1990). The 
LTR-retrotransposons include the Drosophila copia and gypsy elements and the 
yeast Tyl and Ty3 elements (Bingham and Zachar, 1989; Boeke and Sandmeyer, 
1991). The non-LTR retrotransposons are exemplified by the mammalian LINE 
elements and the Drosophila I elements (Finnegan, 1989; Hutchison et al., 1989) . 
Genomic organization of retrotransposons 
LTR-retrotransposons are both structurally and functionally analogous to 
the retroviruses (Figure 1) (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Brown and Varmus, 
1989). They are flanked by long terminal repeats, which are identical in sequence. 
The internal sequences of most retrotransposons encode two open reading 
frames (ORFs) for the Gag and Pol polyproteins. Gag is a structural protein that 
assembles into a virus-like particle. Pol encodes the enzymatic functions 
required for replication, including protease, integrase, reverse transcriptase and 
RNase H. The retroviruses have an extra open reading frame (env), which 
allows them to be ir\fectious and gives them an obligatory extracellular stage. 
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Figure 1. Structural organization of different classes of retroelements. Classes of 
retroelements are labeled at the left. Open boxes with arrowheads 
indicate long terminal repeats. Five As indicate the poly(A) tail of the 
non-LTR retrotransposons. Arrows above the internal coding 
sequences indicate the open reading frames, and the arrowheads 
indicate the location of stop codons. The open reading frames encode 
Gag (the structural component of the virus particles), Pol (proteins 
with enzymatic functions required for replication), and Env (a 
structural protein required for vims infection). Shaded boxes indicate 
conserved amino acid sequence domains: PR, protease; IN, integrase, 
RT, reverse transcriptase. 
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(Brown and Varmus, 1989). Most retrotransposons (except the gypsy elements of 
Drosophila) do not encode env, and thus they are not infectious and can only 
stay inside their host cells (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Kim et al., 1994). LTR-
retrotransposons are further divided into two classes based on their genomic 
organization. The Tyl Jcopia elements encode the integrase domain before 
reverse transcriptase, while for the Ty3/gypsy elements, this order is reversed, 
and they are more similar to the retroviruses (Berg and Howe, 1989). Despite 
their classification as different groups of retroelements, their protein products 
share conserved domains, especially in the reverse trariscriptase domain of the 
Pol pol5rprotein (Xiong and Eickbush, 1990). 
Life cycle of LTR-retrotransposons 
The life cycle of retrotransposons begins with transcription (Figure 2). 
Although both LTRs are identical in sequence, they serve different functions 
(Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991). The 5' LTR is used as the promoter, and the 3' 
LTR serves as the transcription terminator. Transcription, therefore, yields a 
terminally redundant mRNA, which serves two roles: it acts as a template for 
translation to yield the Gag and Pol proteins, and it serves as a template for 
reverse transcription. After translation. Gag assembles into virus-like particles. 
Packaged inside the particles are the Pol proteins, the template mRNA, and a 
primer tRNA used for first strand cDNA synthesis. The Gag and Pol proteins are 
then processed to give mature proteins by the pol protease. Reverse 
transcription takes place inside the virus-like particles, generating a cDNA copy 
of the element. The cDNA finally enters the genome by one of the two 
pathways: it typically integrates into a new locus using the element-encoded 
integrase protein (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Brown and Varmus, 1989), or it 
occasionally recombines with pre-existing elements using the host 
recombiiution system (Melamed et al., 1992). 
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Figure 2. The life cycle of retroelements. The big box indicates the host cell 
membrane. The big circle indicates the nucleus. The box inside the 
nucleus indicates a retroelement. Black boxes indicate long terminal 
repeats. Shaded circles indicate the virus-like particles. Steps unique to 
retroviruses are labeled in italics. Tx, transcription; Tl, translation. 
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Ty elements of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Because retrotransposons are components of all eukaryotic genomes, they 
are probably importcint for shaping the genetic material. Although retroelement 
expression may occasionally be beneficial to the host, for example by altering 
gene regulation or forming processed pseudogenes, it is generally thought to be 
deleterious (Derr et al., 1991; Knight et al., 1996; White et al., 1994). Deleterious 
effects of retroelement expression include mutations or genome rearrcingements 
due to random integration of the element cDNA. It is likely, therefore, that the 
host and its elements have coevolved mechanisms to regulate transposon 
expression and replication. This would maintain host fitness and ensure 
element proliferation (Berg and Howe, 1989). 
Regulation of retroelement expression and replication has been 
investigated most extensively for the Ty retrotransposons of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. S. cerevisiae has five distinct families of LTR retrotransposons, 
designated Tyl-Ty5 (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Voytas and Boeke, 1992). Tyl, 
Ty2, Ty4 and Ty5 belong to the Tyl/copia group of retrotransposons, and Ty3 is a 
Ty3/gypsy group element. A lot has been learned about the yeast Ty elements 
since the discovery of Tyl more than a decade ago. This is largely due to the 
genetic and biochemical advantages of the yeast system. Transposition assays 
have been developed for Tyl elements, in which the transcription of the element 
is regulated by the inducible GALl promoter (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991). A 
marker gene has been put between the end of the Tyl ORF and the 3' LTR to 
facilitate the identification of transposition events. Similar assays have also been 
developed for Ty3 and Ty5 (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Zou et al., 1996). By 
taking advantage of the yeast system, the regulation Ty element expression has 
been foimd to occur at the following levels: transcriptional; translational; post-
translational; and targeted integration or recombination. Each of these levels are 
discussed in detail below. 
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Transcriptional regulation 
Since transcription is the first step of the retroelement life cycle, its 
regulation determines transposition frequency. Basal transcription of the Tyl 
and Ty2 elements has been extensively studied. The 5' LTRs contain the TATA 
sequence and an upstream activating sequence {UAS). However, the LTR 
promoter itself is not sufficient to drive transcription, and downstream 
enhancers are also needed (Liao et al., 1987). Multiple enhancers have been 
found within the first 1 kb of the coding region (Company and Errede, 1987; 
Errede et al., 1985; Farabaugh et al., 1989; Fulton et al., 1988; Liao et al., 1987). 
Several proteins factors that bind these sequences have been identified, among 
which are the transcription factors STE12, RAPl, MCMl, and TEAl (Errede, 1993; 
Errede and Ammerer, 1989; Gray and Fassler, 1993; Gray and Fassler, 1996). 
Besides the enhancer sequences, multiple repressor elements have also been 
documented (Farabaugh et al., 1993; Fulton et al., 1988). Thus, the Tyl and Ty2 
elements are different firom most yeast genes, in that multiple downstream 
enhancers and repressors are important in their transcriptional regulation. In 
contrast, Ty3 is more conventional, and sequences required for basal 
transcription are located in the LTR (Bilanchone et al., 1993). 
Transcription of Tyl, Ty2 and Ty3 has been shown to be regulated by cell 
type (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Errede et al., 1985). S. cerevisiae can exist as either 
haploid a or a cells or a/a diploids (Herskowitz et al., 1992). The haploid cell 
types are determined by transcription factors encoded by the MAT locus on 
chromosome HI. MATa gene products determine the a mating tj^e, and MATa 
gene products determine the a mating type. The coexpression of MAT a and 
MATa genes in the diploid strain represses the expression of haploid specific 
genes (Herskowitz et al., 1992). This repression is mediated by the binding of the 
al-a2 heterodimer to the al-a2 binding sites in the promoter regions of haploid 
specific genes (Miller et al., 1985; Silidano and Tatchell, 1986). Transcription of 
Tyl, Ty2 and Ty3 are haploid specific and are repressed in the diploids 
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(Bilanchone et al., 1993; Errede et al., 1985). However, the cis-acting sequences 
mediating this repression are in different locations for the different elements: 
They are located in the coding regions of Tyl and Ty2 and in the Ty3 LTR 
(Bilanchone et al., 1993; Errede et al., 1985). 
Transcription of Ty3 elements is also regulated by the pheromone 
response pathway, and Ty3 transcription is induced at least 10 fold when exposed 
to mating pheromones (Bilanchone et al., 1993). This effect is mediated by the 
binding of the STE12 protein, which is activated upon pheromone treatment, to 
the pheromone responsive elements (PREs) in the Ty3 promoter. Similar 
transcriptional induction has also been observed for genes involved in the 
mating process (Sprague and Thorner, 1992). 
Translational regulation 
Most retrotransposons encode two open reading frames, which specify the 
Gag and Pol polyproteins. Translation of the second reading frame is typically 
achieved by ribosome frameshifting. The efficiency with which frameshifting 
occurs regulates the ration between Gag and Gag-Pol (Farabaugh, 1995). 
Mechanisms for Tyl and Ty3 frameshifting have been studied extensively, and 
they both involve ribosome pausing due to the low availability of a tRNA 
(Belcourt and Farabaugh, 1990; Farabaugh et al., 1993). For Tyl elements, the 
pausing causes a +1 slippage of the peptidyl-tRNA (Belcourt and Farabaugh, 
1990). Ty3 uses an unconventional frameshifting mechanism without peptidyl-
tRNA slippage, which remains to be fully characterized (Farabaugh et al., 1993). 
The ratio between Gag and Gag-Pol is critical for retroelement replication. 
Mutants which make only the second open reading frame or make equal 
amounts of both proteins can not replicate (Kawakami et al., 1993; Xu and Boeke, 
1990). While most elements use frameshifting to regulate the ratio between 
these two proteins, there are some elements which encode only one open 
reading frame, such as the Drosophila copia element and the Tfl element of 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Copia elements differentially splice their mRNA 
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to regulate the expression of the two proteins, while the Tfl elements 
preferentially degrade Pol proteins (Atwood et al., 1996; Levin et al., 1993; 
Yoshioka et al., 1990). Ty5 also encodes one open reading frame, although it is 
currently unknown how the stoichiometry of Ty5 proteins is regulated. 
Post-translational regulation 
After protein synthesis, the Gag and the Gag-Pol fusion proteins are 
processed by the protease encoded by the Pol gene to form mature virus-like 
particles. Blocking processing by mutating the protease domain abolishes 
element replication (Kirchner and Sandmeyer, 1993; Youngren et al., 1988). 
Processing seems to be the determining factor for Tyl transposition. The increase 
in transposition observed when Tyl is placed imder heterologous promoters 
seems to be caused by the overexpression of the protease domain (Curdo and 
Garfinkel, 1992). Reverse transcriptase and integrase mutants in the 
overexpressed elements can be complemented by endogenous elements, whereas 
mutants in the protease regions can not (Curcio and Garfinkel, 1992). 
Integration and recombination of cDNA 
After particle formation, reverse transcription generates a cDNA copy of 
the element. This cDNA can enter the genome by two pathways: it can either 
integrate into the chromosome using the element-encoded integrase (Boeke and 
Sandmeyer, 1991), or it can recombine with pre-existing elements using the host 
recombination system (Melamed et al., 1992; Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec, 1996; 
Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec, 1994; Sharon et al., 1994). 
Random integration of retroelements may have deleterious effects on the 
host. To minimize these, Ty elements have evolved mechanisms to target 
integration to non-coding regions (Chalker and Sandmeyer, 1992; Ji et al., 1993; 
Zou et al., 1996). Tyl, Ty2, Ty3 and Ty4 are mostly associated with genes 
transcribed by RNA polymerase EQ (class HI genes )(Chalker and Sandmeyer, 1992; 
Devine and Boeke, 1996; Zou et al., 1996). Tyl, Ty2 and Ty4 are normally located 
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within 1 kb upstream of the promoters of class III genes. Integration of Ty3 
seems to be more precise, in that Ty3 elements are always fotind 1-2 nts upstream 
of target genes (Chalker and Sandmeyer, 1992). Ty5 is primarily associated with 
the telomeres and silent mating lod (Zou et al., 1996). 
Besides integration, cDNA can also recombine with endogenous 
chromosomal elements. This provides another pathway to target cDNA to non-
coding regions and still maintain functional elements. cDNA recombination has 
been extensively studied for the Tyl elements. Wildtype Tyl cDNA can 
recombine with pre-existing elements by gene conversion or through double 
crossing-over such that the chromosomal element acquires the marker gene 
carried on the Tyl cDNA (Melamed et al., 1992). Wildtjrpe Tyl cDNA can also 
form tandem elements through recombination, although it is still not known 
whether tandem elements are formed through recombination between cDNA or 
recombination between cDNA and chromosomal elements (Weinstock et al., 
1990). For wildt)^e Tyl, the integration pathway is the dominant pathway. The 
recombination pathway prevails, however, when the integration pathway is 
blocked by either mutating the integrase domain or mutating cis-acting 
sequences required for integration (Sharon et al., 1994). Tyl cDNA 
recombination is dependent on the host recombination system, including 
products of the DNA repcdr genes RADl, RAD51 and RAD52 (Nevo-Caspi and 
Kupiec, 1996; Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec, 1994; Sharon et al., 1994). 
The effects of flanking sequences on Ty transcription 
Ty elements are associated with certain non-coding regions, such as 
upstream regions of class HI genes or regions of silent chromatin at the telomeres 
and silent mating lod (Zou et al., 1996). Both regions are known to repress 
transcription and may regulate the expression of Ty elements. For example, 
transcription of a tRNA gene can repress the transcription of some genes 
transcribed by RNA pol n (Htill et al., 1994). It has been shown that both the basal 
and pheromone induced transcription of Ty3 was increased when transcription 
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of the flanking tRNA gene was abolished by either mutating the tRNA promoter 
or RNA pol in (Hull et al., 1994; Kinsey and Sandmeyer, 1991). Besides tRNA 
genes, Tyl elements have recently been shown to integrate efficiently to another 
pol in transcribed gene, the 5S rDNA gene located in a rDNA array (Bryk et al., 
1997; Smith and Boeke, 1997). Some pol II transcribed genes, including Tyl, are 
subject to silencing when inserted into the rDNA array (Bryk et al., 1997; Smith 
and Boeke, 1997). Thus, targeted integration or recombination may result in 
transcriptional regulation of Ty elements. 
Ty5 elements are associated preferentially with silent chromatin 
Ty5 was first identified through analysis of the S. cerevisiae chromosome 
ni sequence (Voytas and Boeke, 1992). A functional element, Ty5-6p, was 
chcuracterized from Saccharomyces paradoxus, and I participated in developing a 
transposition assay for this element in S. cerevisiae (see appendix) (Zou et al., 
1996; Zou et al., 1995). Both endogenous and de novo Ty5 insertions are 
associated with the telomeres and the silent mating type loci, which share some 
common features. Genes placed near the telomere and silent mating type lod 
(HMR and HML) are subject to transcriptional silencing, which is mediated by a 
common set of proteins including the transcription factors (RAPl and ABFl), the 
origin recognition complex (ORC), and the silent information regulators (SIR2-
SIR4) (Aparido et al., 1991; Gottschling et al., 1990; Laurenson and Rine, 1992). In 
my dissertation research, I have evaluated how Ty5 is transcriptionally regulated 
and explored the influence of silent chromatin on its expression. I have also 
characterized another important pathway by which Ty5 cDNA enters the 
genome, namely through cDNA recombination. 
Dissertation organization 
Chapters n, HI and IV of my dissertation are presented in the form of 
papers. In Chapter n of my dissertation, I describe the transcriptional regulation 
of Ty5 elements. I demonstrate that Ty5 transcription is subject to the silencing 
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effects of flanking silent chromatin. I also show that Ty5 transcription is 
regulated by cell type and the pheromone response pathway. Ty5 transcription 
and transposition can be induced by mating pheromones and through the 
mating process. In Chapter HI, I describe the Ty5 cDNA recombination pathway. 
I found that Ty5 cDNA recombines with homologous substrates at high 
frequency. I also developed an assay system that allowed me to identify cis-acting 
sequences involved in tandem element formation. Based on these results, I 
propose models for tandem element formation that involve recombination 
between the substrate and the ends of Ty5 cDNA. In Chapter IV, I characterized 
the role of Ty5 integrase and the DNA repair genes {RADl and RAD52) in Ty5 
cDNA recombination. Using the assay system described in Chapter HI, more 
detailed studies were carried out to try to understand Ty5 cDNA recombination 
mechanisms. Chapter V provides general conclusions drawn from my 
dissertation research. Futiare plans are also discussed, which explore Ty5 
transcriptional regulation, the cDNA recombination pathway and the application 
of my findings to other retroelements. 
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CHAPTER n. LIFE IN SILENT CHROMATIN; TRANSCRIPTIONAL 
REGULATION OF THE SACCHAROMYCES RETROTRANSPOSON TY5 
A manuscript to be submitted to Genes & Development 
Ning Ke^, Phillip A. Irwin^ and Daniel F. Voytas^ 
ABSTRACT 
The Saccharomyces retrotransposon Ty5 integrates preferentially into 
transcriptionally inactive regions (silent chromatin) at the HM loci and the 
telomeres. Because transcription is a requirement for transposition, integration 
into silent chromatin would appear to prevent subsequent roimds of replication. 
In this study, we explored the transcriptional regulation of Ty5 and how it is 
influenced by silent chromatin. We showed that Ty5 transcription is haploid 
specific and is repressed 10 fold in diploid strains. Ty5 transcription is also 
regulated by the pheromone response pathway, and Ty5 transcription is induced 
~20 fold upon pheromone treatment. Deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR promoter 
revealed a region from nucleotides 33-66, which includes three perfect matches 
to the pheromone response elements; this region is responsible for both mating 
pheromone and cell type regulation. Ty5 insertions into the silent mating locus 
HML do not disrupt its silencing status. Furthermore, silent chromatin was 
foimd to repress basal Ty5 transcription, indicating that Ty5 elements are 
^ Primary researcher and author. 
^ Undergraduate student who made and tested the LTR deletion constructs to 
determine the cis-acting sequences for Ty5 transcription regulation. 
^ Assistant professor and corresponding author. Department of Zoology and 
Genetics, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011. 
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encompassed in silent chromatin in their native genomic context. 
Transcriptional repression, however, can be reversed by pheromone treatment, 
which leads to Ty5 transcription and transposition. These data suggest that Ty5 
replication is normally repressed by silent chromatin during most of the cell 
cycle and is only induced during mating. 
INTRODUCTION 
Retrotransposons are a group of mobile genetic elements that replicate 
through an mRNA intermediate. There are two classes of retrotransposons that 
differ by whether or not they have long terminal repeats (LTRs) at their ends. 
The LTR retrotransposons are structurally and functionally analogous to the 
retroviruses (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991; Brown and Varmus, 1989). Their life 
cycle begins with the synthesis of genomic mRNAs. These mRNAs serve two 
roles: as a template for translation, and as a template for reverse transcription. 
Two major polyproteins, equivalent to retroviral gag and pol gene products, are 
encoded by retrotransposon mRNAs. The gag proteins assemble into virus-like 
particles. Packaged inside these particles are retrotransposon mRNAs and pol 
gene products, which include protease, reverse transcriptase, RNase H and 
integrase. Reverse transcription takes place inside the virus like particle and 
generates a cDNA copy of the retrotransposon. This cDNA can enter the genome 
either by integration, which is mediated by integrase protein encoded by the 
retroelement (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 1991), or by recombination with native 
elements, which is mediated by the host recombination system (Melamed et al., 
1992; Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec, 1994; Sharon et al., 1994). 
Retroelement replication may have deleterious effects on the host. To 
balance between element mobility and host viability, the expression of the 
retroelements is often highly regulated. In yeast, for example, the expression of 
the Ty elements is regulated at the transcriptional, translational, and post-
translational levels (Farabaugh, 1995). Targeted integration of Ty cDNA into 
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non-coding regions provides another means of minimizing the detrimental 
effects these mobile elements have on their host (Bryk et al., 1997; Ji et al., 1993; 
Smith and Boeke, 1997; Zou et al., 1996). Because transcription is the first step in 
the replication of retroelements, it is an obvious step for regulation. 
Transcription of the yeast Tyl and Ty3 elements is regulated by cell-type 
controls (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Company and Errede, 1987; Company and 
Errede, 1988; Errede et al., 1985; Errede et al., 1987; Fulton et al., 1988). S. 
cerevisiae has three cell types, which are determined by the gene products of the 
mating type lociis (MAT locus) on the right arm of chromosome m (Herskowitz 
et al., 1992). When limited for nutrients, the diploid (MATa/MATa) cells 
undergo meiosis and sporulation to generate haploid spores of either a (MATa) 
or a (MATa) mating type. Haploids of the opposite mating types can mate to 
reestablish the diploid stage. Three polypeptides, Matalp (encoded by MATA 
gene), Matalp and Mata2p (encoded by MATa gene), determine the expression 
of different sets of genes among the three cell t)^s. For example, haploid 
specific genes are expressed in both haploid ceU types but not in diploid cells. In 
diploid cells, the repression of haploid genes, which includes Tyl and Ty3, is 
mediated by the binding of the Matalp-Mata2p protein complex to al-oc2 binding 
sites in the promoter regions of these genes (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Company 
and Errede, 1988; Miller et al., 1985; Silidano and Tatchell, 1986). 
Transcription of the Ty3 elements is also regulated by the pheromone 
response pathway (Bilanchone et al., 1993). MATA strains express a-factor and the 
a-factor receptor, whereas MATa strains express a-factor and the a-factor 
receptor. Both receptors are membrane-associated and are coupled to a G protein. 
During mating, a factor secreted by MATA cells binds to the a-factor receptor of a 
cells. This binding triggers a signal transduction pathway, which results in the 
transcriptional induction of genes important for mating (Sprague and Thomer, 
1992). These gene products participate in arresting the cell cycle in the G1 phase. 
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cell-cell adhesion, cell fusion and finally nuclear fusion. The binding of a factor 
secreted by a cells to the a-factor receptor of a cells has similar results. One 
outcome of this signal transduction pathway is the activation of the DNA-
binding protein Stel2p. Activated Stel2p can induce the traiiscription of the 
pheromone response genes by binding to the pheromone response elements 
(PRE) present in their upstream regulatory sequences. PRE sequences are present 
in the Ty3 LTR, which are responsible for activating Ty3 transcription in 
response to pheromone treatment (Bilanchone et al., 1993). 
Besides the MAT locus, mating type information is also present at two 
other chromosomal locations, the HML and HMR loci (Laurenson and Rine, 
1992). However, only the MAT locus is expressed, while the genetic information 
at HML and HMR is transcriptionally repressed. Extensive studies have revealed 
that cis-acting sequences (silencers) flanking the HM loci direct the assembly of a 
specialized chromatin structure (silent chromatin), which renders genes at the 
HM loci transcriptionally inactive. This repressive effect is not specific to the 
mating type genes, because other genes transcribed by RNA pol II and RNA pol 
in are silenced when placed at the HM loci (Brand et al., 1985; Schnell and Rine, 
1986). A number of proteins, including Sir2p-Sir4p (silent information 
regulators), contribute to the assembly of silent chromatin and transcriptional 
repression. Silent chromatin is also found at other chromosomal locations, 
namely the telomeres, and genes placed near the telomeres are transcriptionally 
repressed (Gottschling et al., 1990). Most protein factors essential for HM 
silencing are also involved in telomere silencing (Aparicio et al., 1991). 
The Saccharomyces retrotransposon Ty5 has a unique association with 
silent chromatin (Zou et al., 1995). Most de novo Ty5 transposition events are 
targeted to silent regions, suggesting that this chromatin structure plays a role in 
directing Ty5 integration (Zou et al., 1996). Because silent chromatin represses 
gene expression (Laurenson and Rine, 1992), it seems reasonable to assume that 
transcription of Ty5 would also be repressed. This presents a dilemma for Ty5 
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and suggests that transcriptional control may be critical in regulating replication 
of these elements. We explored how Ty5 transcription is regulated and how this 
element has adapted to life in silent chromatin. 
RESULTS 
Transcription of Ty5 is repressed by silent chromatin: Ty5 primarily 
integrates into regions of silent chromatin at the telomeres and HM loci (Zou et 
al., 1996; Zou et al., 1995). Genes located in silent regions are often subject to 
transcriptional repression (Gottschling et al., 1990; Laurenson and Rine, 1992). 
To determine whether silent chromatin affects Ty5 transcription, an RT-PCR 
strategy was developed to detect transcription of chromosomal Ty5 insertions. 
Because endogenous Ty5 elements have an integrase deletion, integrase specific 
primers were used, which only detect transcripts from previously mapped de 
novo Ty5 insertions. Transcription was measured for four insertions at HMR-E 
(W9, W113, W76 and W66) and four at the chromosome HI left telomere (W2, 
W77, W8, and W55) (Figure 1). A plasmid-borne Ty5 (W200) and a Ty5 insertion 
at an internal region of chromosome XI (W3) were used as controls. Equal 
amounts of total RNA from each strain was used for first sfrand cDNA synthesis, 
and this cDNA was then used as a template for PGR amplification. To serve as 
an internal control, a set of primers specific for the transcription factor SNF6 
were used (Estruch and Carlson, 1990). The results of our RT-PCR analysis is 
shown in Figure 2. No PGR products were observed for the eight Ty5 insertions 
in the silent chromatin, and we detected the expected '-l.l kb PGR products for 
the controls, indicating that these elements are expressed. PGR products were 
confirmed by restriction enzyme digestion (data not shown). For the internal 
control with the SNF6 primers, the PGR products from all strains showed a band 
of similar intensity. These data suggest that Ty5 transcription is silenced when 
insertions are located within silent chromatin. 
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Although Ty5 insertions themselves are repressed by silent chromatin, 
Ty5 insertions may alter the silencing status of adjacent loci such as HML and 
HMR. Tandem Tyl insertions at HML derepress the HMLa gene, which disrupts 
the pheromone response and thus the mating ability of MATa cells (Mastrangelo 
et al., 1992; Weinstock et al., 1990). To test whether Ty5 insertions at HML have 
similar effects, qualitative mating assays were conducted. Patches of W303a cells 
containing Ty5 insertions at HML were mated with a Leu* W303a straiiL Diploid 
cells were selected on the appropriate growth media and the results are shown in 
Figure 3. All seven strairis with Ty5 insertions at HML mated at similar 
efficiencies as cells containing Ty5 insertions at other loci, indicating that Ty5 
insertions at HML do not derepress HMLa gene. 
Ty5 expression is under pheromone and cell type regulation: The 
transcriptional repression of Ty5 by silent chromatin suggests that transposition 
is normally repressed. To determine whether Ty5 can escape this silencing effect, 
Ty5 promoter sequences (the LTR) were analyzed. Three perfect matches were 
identified (although in opposite orientation) to the 7-bp pheromone response 
element (PRE; (A)TGAAACA) (Figure 4). This suggested that Ty5 transcription is 
imder mating pheromone regulation. To test this, a Ty5-lacZ fusion construct 
was made by joining the 5' LTR and 361 bases of the internal domain to the lacZ 
gene, a cells with this reporter construct were treated with or without 3.5 nM a 
factor for one hour. A 16.9 fold increase in P-galactosidase activity was observed 
for the a-factor treatment compared to the control (Table 1). This suggests that 
Ty5 transcription is under pheromone regulation. 
^galactosidase activity was also measured in strains of different cell type 
(Table 1). While comparable levels of P-galactosidase activity were observed in 
haploid a and a cells, activity was about ten fold lower in the diploid strain, 
suggesting that Ty5 transcription is also cell type regulated. al-a2 binding sites 
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are thought to mediate transcriptional repression for genes down-regulated 
observed in diploid strains (Herskowitz et al., 1992). Consistent with the 
observed cell-type regulation of Ty5, we observed two sequences within the Ty5 
LTR, one from nt 161 to 181 and the other from nt 71 to 90, which share 80% and 
75% similarity with the consensus al-<x2 binding sites, respectively (Figure 3) 
(Miller et al., 1985; Silidano and Tatchell, 1986). 
Cis-acting sequences mediate pheromone and cell type regulation: To 
identify the cis-acting sequences that mediate pheromone and ceU type 
regulation of Ty5, deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR was conducted. Four LTR 
deletion constructs were made by PCR-based mutagenesis, which removed 33 bp 
(Al-33), 66 bp (Al-66), 94 bp (Al-94) or 170 bp (Al-170) from the 5' end of the LTR. 
Al-170 was used as a negative control, since base 176 marks the transcription start 
site for Ty5 (Zou et al,, 1996). The LTR deletions and 361 bp of internal sequences 
were then fused in-frame to lacZ. These constructs were then introduced into 
various yeast strains to measure transcription. 
The effects of the LTR deletions on a-factor induced transcription were 
first investigated. Logarithmically growing a cells were treated with or without 
a-factor for 80 mins, and P-galactosidase activities were determined (Table 2). 
LTR deletions up to nucleotide 94 did not have much effect on the basal levels of 
P-galactosidase activity. However, the negative control (Al-170) abolished basal 
transcription completely. This suggests that the Ty5 core promoter resides from 
nt 94-170. When treated with a-factor, P-galactosidase activities for constructs 
with the full LTR and Al-33 were induced 19.1 and 17.5 fold respectively, while 
the Al-66 and Al-94 were induced only 2.4 and 1.5 fold. This suggests that the cis-
acting sequences mediating a-factor induction reside between nt 33 and 66, 
corresponding well with the location of the putative PRE sequences. 
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P-galactosidase activities were also determined with the LTR deletion 
constructs in strains of different cell type (Table 3). Consistent with the data in 
Table 2, the levels of activities for deletions up to nucleotide 94 were very similar 
in the haploid strains. However, in diploid strains, the fold repression decreased 
from 8.4 and 8.5 for the full length LTR and Al-33 constructs, to 1.9 and 2.8 for the 
Al-66 and Al-94 constructs. This suggests that the cts-acting sequences mediating 
cell type control reside between nt 33 and 66. This region is different from the 
region we identified with the putative al-a2 binding sites (Figure 3). A search of 
this region revealed a sequence from nt 41 to 60 that shares 60% similarity to the 
conserisus sequence. It is possible, however, that the transcription repression 
observed in diploid sfrain is due to a mechanism other than cell type control. 
a-factor induced transcription of Ty5 insertions located in silent 
chromatin: Although the Ty5 promoter is responsive to pheromone controls, 
chromosomal Ty5 elements are associated with silent chromatin, which occludes 
the transcription machinery. To test whether a-factor can induce Ty5 
franscription within silent chromatin, transcription of representative Ty5 
ii\sertions at HMR (W76) and the telomere (W77) were tested. The 
chromosomal XI insertion (W3) and the plasmid Ty5 element (W200) were used 
as controls. RNA was prepared from logarithmically growing a cells of each 
strain treated with or without a factor for one hour. The RNA was subjected to 
RT-PCR analysis and the results are shown in Figure 5A. For Ty5 elements 
located in silent chromatin, there was no Ty5 transcription detected for the non-
induced cells, while a distinct PCR product was detected for the induced cells. 
This suggests that even in silent chromatin, Ty5 franscription can be induced by 
a-factor. To determine RNA expression levels directly, northern blot analysis 
was conducted with RNA prepared from these sfrains using an integrase specific 
probe (Figure 5B). The results were consistent with the RT-PCR results. In an 
independent experiment, franscription of two representative Ty5 insertions at 
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HML (W7 and W28) was measurred with or without a-factor treatment by RT-
PCR analysis (Figure 5C). Similar to transcription of TyS insertions at HMR and 
the telomeres, transcription of both TyS insertions at HML is repressed by silent 
chromatin and induced by a-factor treatment. 
The induction of TyS transposition by a-facton The above data indicate 
that transcription of TyS insertions in silent chromatin is normally silenced, but 
transcription can be induced by a-factor treatment. Because transcription is the 
first step in the life cycle of retroelements, this suggests that TyS transposition 
may also be induced by a-factor. To test this, the HIS3 marker genes in 
chromosomal TyS insertions at HML, HMR and the chromosome HI left 
telomere were replaced with his3AL marker genes by the transplacement method 
(Scherer and Davis, 1979). The chromosome XI insertion (W3) was used as a 
positive control. Log phase cells (MATa) of the various strains were treated with 
or without 3.5 ^iM a-factor and allowed to grow at room temperature for 3 hrs. 
Cells were then spun down and resuspended in an equal volume of fresh media 
and allowed to grow at room temperature for another 3 hrs before plating. 
Consistent with the transcription data, no transposition events (except one for 
W9) were detected for the TyS insertions at the silent chromatin regions in the 
tminduced condition (Table 4), Transposition, however, is significantly induced 
by a-factor. For the W3 control, only a two fold induction of transposition was 
observed with a factor. This could be caused by its constitutive expression, 
which is consistent with the relatively high transposition frequency observed 
even in uninduced conditions. 
DISCUSSION 
The replication of retroelements in the genome may have detrimental 
effects on the host. Therefore, several levels of regulation have evolved to 
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control their expression, including transcriptional, translational and post-
translational regulation, as well as targeted integration (Boeke and Sandmeyer, 
1991; Farabaugh, 1995). We have determined that transcription is an important 
control point for the regulation of Ty5 trcuisposition. In addition, transcriptional 
regulation of Ty5 is not susceptible to the repressive effects of silent chromatin 
that encompasses native Ty5 elements. 
Mating pheromone and cell regulation of Ty5 transcription: Ty5 
transcription is haploid specific and is repressed in diploid cells. Ty5 
transcription is also regulated by the pheromone response pathway, which is 
naturally activated during the mating process. Deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR 
revealed that sequences mediating both types of regulation are located between 
nt 33 emd 66. Three perfect matches (although in opposite orientation) to the 7-
bp PRE sequences are present in this region and are probably responsible for 
pheromone induced transcription. The opposite orientation of the PREs should 
not affect transcription induction, because it has been shown that the expression 
of a reporter gene controlled by the Ty3 LTR was induced to similar levels 
regardless of the orientation of the Ty3 PREs (Bilanchone et al., 1993). This 
region also contains a sequence with 60% similarity to the al-a2 binding sites, 
which are responsible for cell type regulation (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Miller et 
al., 1985). Interestingly, two sequences with 80% and 75% sequence similarity to 
the consensus sequence are present elsewhere in the LTR that do not seem to 
influence Ty5 cell type regulation. Mating type regulation could either be 
mediated by the degenerate al-a2 binding site, or it may be mediated by the 
reduced expression in diploid cells of the Stel2p protein, which acts through the 
PRE elements (Fields and Herskowitz, 1987). 
TyS transcription is repressed by silent chromatin: In addition to cell type 
and pheromone regulation of Ty5 transcription, Ty5 elements are also regulated 
by silent chromatin. Previous studies of silencing at the mating lod and 
telomeres have indicated that silencing is initiated from cis-acting silencers (e.g. 
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HMR-E or telomere repeat sequences) and propagated outward along the 
chromosome (Gottschling et al., 1990; Loo and Rine, 1994; Renauld et al., 1993). 
The repressive effect of silencers on adjacent gene expression is dependent on 
both the strength of the adjacent gene's promoter and the distance of the 
promoter from the silencers (Renauld et al., 1993). For example, a LIRA3 gene is 
silenced when placed 2-3 kb away from the chromosome V-R telomere (in which 
the Y' element was deleted). However, it is not longer repressed when moved 
more than 3.5 kb away. Promoter strength is also imp)ortant in that a deletion of 
the URA3 transcriptional activator PPRl, which weakens URA3 promoter 
activity, can result in repression of a URA3 gene located 11-12 kb away from the 
chromosome V-R telomere. 
Ty5 insertions at the telomeres and HM loci provide an ideal system to 
study the effects of silent chromatin on gene expression. Both RT-PCR and 
northern blot analysis of ten Ty5 insertions in silent chromatin suggest that basal 
Ty5 transcription is normally repressed. However, the HIS3 marker genes 
carried by these elements are not repressed, and it has previously been shown 
that HIS3 is uniquely not susceptible to telomeric or rDNA silencing (Bryk et al., 
1997; Gottschling et al., 1990; Smith and Boeke, 1997). While the LTR promoters 
are less than 1.5 kb away from the silencers for most Ty5 insertions, there are 
some instances (for example W55, W84, W113 and W66; Table 5) in which they 
are more than 6 kb away. In these cases, the HISS promoters are closer to the 
silencers than the Ty5 promoters. This suggests that the silent chromatin may 
not be continuous, and that a gene such as HIS3 can be transcribed, while 
adjacent genes (e.g. Ty5 and HML) are still silenced. This is in contrast to what 
was observed by Renauld et. al, who found that expression of a telomere-
proximal H1S3 gene disrupts silencing of a telomere-distal URA3 gene (Renatdd 
et al., 1993). 
The silencing of Ty5 elements located several kb from silencers may be 
due to the relatively weak Ty5 promoter, the role of adjacent sequences in 
establishing silencing (e.g. the subtelomeric X repeat), or the lack of unique 
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chromosomal internal sequences that suppress the spread of silent chromatin 
along the chromosome. The repression of Ty5 transcription in the presence of 
HISS expression may result because silent chromatin reinitiates after the HISS 
gene. Consistent with this hypothesis, it has been observed that genes inserted 
within a subtelomeric Y' element are not silenced (Louis and Haber, 1990), but a 
URAS gene placed telomere-distal to Y' is subject to silencing (Renauld et al., 
1993). Alternatively, transcription of HISS may not disrupt the continuity of 
silent chromatin. Although we have observed that all Ty5 insertions are 
silenced, it is possible that there are subtle differences in the level of silencing for 
insertions at differenent distances from the silencers. Our assay, however, may 
not be sensitive enough to detect such differences. 
Ty5 insertions at HML do not affect HMLa silencing: Ty5 tramposition to 
the HM lod does not disrupt their silencing status. Qualitative mating assays 
showed that silencing was maintained even though most Ty5 insertions moved 
the HMLa gene an additional 6.5 kb from the HML-E or HML-I silencer, and the 
silencer was separated from HMLa by an actively transcribed HISS gene. Thus, 
the silent mating type lod HMR and HML provide a safe haven for Ty5 
integrations; Ty5 insertions at these lod do not negatively affect their host. The 
lack of disruption in silencing could be because both HML-E and HML-I are 
redundant, and it has previously been shown that deletion of either silencer does 
not derepress HML (Mahoney and Broach, 1989). Alternatively, a single Ty5 
insertion may be suffidently small such that silent chromatin can extend from 
the silencer through the element to silence HML. Consistent with this 
hypothesis, single Tyl or solo Tyl LTR insertions at HML do not disrupt the 
silencing of HMLa. However, silencing is disrupted by tandem Tyl arrays 
(Masfrangelo et al., 1992; Weinstock et al., 1990). 
a-factor induced transcription of Ty5 elements in silent chromatin: Silent 
chromatin restricts the access of some protein factors to DNA. For example, the 
HM lod and telomeres are resistant to HO endonudease and methyltransferase 
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in vivo (Gottschling, 1992; Strathem et al., 1982); In isolated nuclei, the HMR 
locus is resistant to restriction enz)ane digestion (Loo and Rine, 1994). Despite 
this inaccessibility, transcription of Ty5 in silent chromatin is still responsive to 
a-factor. This suggests that Stel2p can bind the Ty5 LTR promoter to activate 
transcription. Similar transcriptional activation of genes within silent 
chromatin has been previously reported: silencing of a telomeric URA3 gene can 
be reversed by over-expression of its trans-activator Pprlp (Aparicio and 
Gottschling, 1994), and when HMR is placed adjacent to HSP82, transaiptional 
silendng is lost upon heat stress (Lee and Gross, 1993). 
The accessibility of silent chromatin to protein factors is cell cycle-
dependent (Fox cind Rine, 1996). In studies with a telomeric URA3 gene, 
Aparacio and Gottschling showed that the Pprlp can only activate URA3 
expression in G2 and not Gl, GO, or early S phase (Aparicio and Gottschling, 
1994). They suggested that after DNA synthesis, when silent chromatin is 
disassembled, Pprlp competes for the URA3 promoter with protein factors 
responsible for assembling silent chromatin, such as the SIR proteins. Once 
established, either an active or silent chromatin structure is maintained. 
Consistent with the above observation, it was shown that repair enzymes can 
only gain access to HMLa to repair mutations during G2 (Terleth et al., 1990). It 
will be interesting to determine whether Ty5 transcription is also induced in G2. 
We have found that in haploid cells, most Ty5 insertions are 
transcriptionally repressed. Disruption of silent chromatin by mutations in 
protein factors required for silencing does not seem to derepress Ty5 
transcription, because transcription of a Ty5 insertion in a sir2 mutant 
backgrotmd was not detected (unpublished data). This is probably because the 
sirl mutation results in the coexpression of both mating type genes, thus causing 
Ty5 to be repressed by cell type controls. In diploid cells, most Ty5 insertions are 
subject to two levels of repression, thus making transposition particularly 
difficult. Therefore, the only time when Ty5 transcription may be induced is 
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upon exposure to pheromones during mating. After mating, even if there are 
mutations caused by Ty5 transposition, they will be lessened because the genome 
is diploid. 
Comparison of Ty5 transcription with other Ty elements: Ty5 
transcription is primarily mediated by the LTR sequences, which is very similar 
to TyS and Ty4, yet different from Tyl and Ty2. For Tyl and Ty2, in addition to 
the TATA elements or the enhancer sequences within the LTR, there are also 
several enhancer and repressor sequences downstream of the transcription start 
site in the coding region. These downstream sequences are very important in 
regulating Tyl and Ty2 (Company and Errede, 1987; Farabaugh et al., 1989; 
Farabaugh et al,, 1993; Fulton et al., 1988; Liao et al., 1987). Studies with Ty3, Ty4 
and TyS, however, failed to reveal any downstream cis-acting sequences, 
suggesting that the transcriptional regulation of these elements are similar to 
most yeast genes (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Hug and Feldmann, 1996)(N. Ke & D. F. 
Voytas, unpublished data). 
Mating type regulation is conserved among Ty elements, and Tyl, Ty2, TyS 
and TyS are eiU under mating type regulation (Bilanchone et al., 1993; Company 
and Errede, 1988; Errede et al., 1985; Fulton et al., 1988)(this study). Because in the 
wild, most yeast cells are diploid, repression of retrotransposon transcription and 
transposition is important for the host to minimize the detrimental effects 
caused by mobility. However, Ty elements mediate diploid repression 
differently. While the al-a2 binding sites are located within the coding region of 
Tyl and Ty2 (Company and Errede, 1988; Errede et al., 1985; Fulton et al., 1988), 
this site is located in the LTR of Ty3 (Bilanchone et al., 1993). Although diploid 
repression is also mediated by the TyS LTR, the mechanism for this repression 
may be different. We could not distinguish whether this repression is mediated 
by the degenerate al-{x2 binding site, or whether it is caused by reduced levels of 
Stel2p in diploid cells. Such a distinction is difficult because the putative al-(x2 
binding site and the PREs overlap. 
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Both Ty5 and Ty3 transcription is regulated by the pheromone response 
pathway and is induced about 20 fold by the mating pheromones (Bilanchone et 
al., 1993). For both elements, this induction is mediated by the PREs in the LTiis. 
Studies with Tyl, Ty2, and Ty4 failed to reveal similar transcriptional controls 
(Bilanchone et al., 1993; Hug and Feldmann, 1996). Although two putative PRE 
elements were found within the Ty4 coding region, its transcription is not 
responsive to mating pheromone (Hug and Feldmaim, 1996). Studies with Tyl 
indicate that in spite of the presence of a sequence that binds Stel2p in the Tyl 
coding region, Tyl transcription is not responsive to pheromone treatment 
(Company and Errede, 1988; Errede and Ammerer, 1989). 
Flanking sequences may play an important role in regulating transcription 
of all Ty elements. We show that basalTyS transcription is repressed by silent 
chromatin; Repression of Ty transcription by flanking sequences is not specific to 
Ty5. Endogenous Tyl-Ty4 elements are associated with genes transcribed by 
RNA pel in, such as tRNA genes and 5S rDNA (Bryk et al., 1997; Chalker and 
Sandmeyer, 1993; Chalker and Sandmeyer, 1992; Devine and Boeke, 1996; Ji et al., 
1993; Smith and Boeke, 1997). Transposition assays with Tyl and Ty3 elements 
demonstrated that they preferentially integrate upstream of class in genes. 
Transcription of tRNA genes has been shown to repress adjacent pol n 
promoters, including the Ty3 promoter (Hull et al., 1994; Kinsey and Sandmeyer, 
1991). Recently, it was shown that Tyl can be targeted efficiently into rDNA 
arrays, which can also repress transcription of Tyl insertions (Bryk et al., 1997; 
Smith and Boeke, 1997). Therefore, the silencing of Ty elements by fiaiiking 
sequences may be a widespread phenomenon. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains. The yeast strains used in this study were W303-1A (MATa ade2-l 
canl-100 his3-ll leu2-3 trpl-1 ura3-l), W303-1B (MATa), W303-1 (diploid) and 
their isogenic derivatives. The Escherichia coli strain XLl-blue (Stratagene) was 
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used for recombinant DNA manipulations. Transformation of £. coli and yeast 
strains was performed by electroporation as described (Ausubel et al., 1987). 
Plasmids. A plasmid containing a Ty5-lacZ fusion (pNK125) was used in 
the initial study of Ty5 transcription regulation. It was constructed by inserting a 
1.6 kb BamHI fragment from a Ty5-6p subclone (pNKBOl) into the BamHi site of 
YEp356R (Myers et al., 1986), such that the lacZ expression was under 
translational regulation of Ty5. The 1.6 kb fragment includes about 1 kb of the 
Ty5-6p 5' flanking sequence, 251 bp of the Ty5-6p LTR and 361 bp of internal 
element sequence. 
The LTR deletion constructs used to determine the cis-acting sequences 
mediating pheromone and mating tj^e regulation were constructed by PCR-
based mutagenesis (Ausubel et al., 1987). An Xhol site was introduced at 
different positions within the Ty5 LTR by PGR amplifying pNK301 with a 
mutagenic primer and the reverse primer. The PGR fragments were then 
digested with Xhol and BamHL and inserted into the corresponding sites of 
pBluescript for sequencing. Finally, the Xhol-BamHl fragments were cloned into 
the Satl-BamHl sites of YEp356R. Mutagenic Primers included DV0278 (5'-
CGGCTCGAGTGrrGAATGTGATAAGGGA-3') for the full-length LTR construct 
pIP2, DV0182 (5'-GGGTAATGnTCAGT-3') for the Al-33 construct pIP4, DV0279 
(5'-CCGCTCGAGTAATGTnTAGACAAG-3') for the Al-66 construct pIP3, 
DV0183 (5'-CCTCGAGCAGCAAACCTCCGAT-3') for the Al-94 construct pIP5, 
and DV0214 (S'-CCCTCGAGCATTTAGATAACATATAGAAAG-S') for the Al-
170 construct pEPl. 
pNK335, which contains the wildtype Ty5-6p element with the his3Al 
selectable marker, was used as a control in the northern blot and RT-PCR 
analyses. It was constructed by replacing the Xhol-BamHL fragment of pSZ152 
with the corresponding fragment of pNK318 (Ke and Voytas, 1997; Zou et al., 
1996). This replaced the GALl-TyS LTR promoter with the Ty5 LTR promoter. 
pNK422 was used to replace the HIS3 marker in the Ty5 insertions with his3Al. 
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It was constructed by cloning the Clal fragment containing the hisSAl marker 
gene from pSZ153 into the corresponding site of the integration plasmid pRS406 
(Sikorski and Hieter, 1989). 
P-Galactosidase assays. Plasmids containing the TySAacZ fusions 
(described above) were introduced into the yeast strains W303-1, W303-1A and 
W303-1B by electroporation. Three Ura^ transformants were selected for each 
construct and used for further analysis. Cells were grown overnight in synthetic 
complete media without uracil (SC-U) and diluted 50 fold into fresh media and 
allowed to grow to a density of ODgoo = 0.4-0.6. P-galactosidase activities were 
then measured using o-nitrophenyl-p-galactopyranoside (ONPG) as the substrate 
(Ausubel et al., 1987). For a-factor induction, the W303-1A strains with different 
Ty5-lacZ fusion constructs were grown to log phase (ODgj^, = 0.4-0.6) in SC-U 
medium at 30''C. Cells were then treated with or without 3.5 |iM a-factor (Sigma) 
for an additional 60-90 minutes before assaying P-galactosidase activity. 
TyS transcription analysis. To determine the expression of different 
chromosomal TyS insertions, a reverse transcription mediated pol5anerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR) strategy was used. A collection of twelve strains were 
evaluated: W2, W77, W84 and W55 have TyS insertions at the chromosome HI 
left telomere; W9, W113, W76 and W66 have TyS insertions near HMR-E; W7 
and W28 have TyS insertions near HML-E; W3 has a TyS insertion in the middle 
of chromosome XI; W200 has TyS on a 2\i plasmid (pNK33S). Strains with 
chromosomal TyS insertions were grown overnight in 10 ml synthetic complete 
media without histidine (SC-H) at 30°C. W200 was grown in 10 ml SC-U media. 
The cells were spim down and RNA was made by the hot phenol method 
(Ausubel et al., 1987). RNA was resuspended in 20 dH20 and contaminating 
yeast DNA was removed by DNase I treatment by incubating the RNA at 37°C for 
35 minutes in the presence of 2 |j1 lOX DNase I buffer (400 mM Tris.Cl, 100 mM 
NaCl, 60 mM MgClj, 100 mM CaCl2) and 0.4 |il DNasel (98.1 units/|il) (Sigma). 
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DNase I was removed by extraction with phenol and chloroform, prior to 
ethanol precipitation and resuspending the pellet in 20 pJ ddHjO. 
RNA was quantified by ruiming 1 ni of each sample on a gel and 
measuring ethidium bromide fluorescence with the NIH image program 
(imaging technologies). Equal amoimts of RNA were used for RT-PCR analysis. 
Reverse transcription reactions were set up according to the manufacturer's 
instruction using MLV RT (Gibco BRL). Primers DV0309 (5'-
ATCGATGAACGGCTCATrGGAATAA-3') (specific to SNF6) and DV0265 (5'-
CTTGCTACAGTATGATTGTATTGGACACC-3') (specific to Ty5 integrase) were 
used for first strand cDNA synthesis. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 hr 
before heat inactivation of the reverse transcriptase at 90°C for 5 minutes. PGR 
amplifications were carried out with 1 p.1 of the reverse trariscription reactions 
with primers DV0265 and DV0238 (5'-
GTCGGATCTGITCGTGCAGCCAATGGTACAGAArr-3') to measure Ty5 
expression, and primers DV0308 (5'-AGATCTCACCATGGAAAGGCTTCG-3') 
and DV0309 to measure SNF6 expression. 
a-factor induction of Ty5 expression was tested among strains carrying Ty5 
insertions at different chromosome locations (W77, W76, W7 and W28). W3 
and W200 were used as controls. The strains were grown in SC-H medium to log 
phase (ODgj^ = 0.4-0.6) and then treated with or without 3.5 p.M a-factor for 80 
minutes. RNA was prepared and RT-PCR was conducted using the strategy 
described above. Northern blot analysis was also conducted to compare with the 
RT-PCR results (Ausubel et al., 1987). Filters were probed with ^^P labeled Ty5 
sequences (0.5 kb Sphl-Hpal fragment), which corresponds to the integrase 
region. 
Qualitative mating assay. To determine whether Ty5 insertions at HML 
disrupt silencing of the HMLa genes, a qualitative mating assay was used as 
previously described (Sprague, 1991). Patches of W303a cells contairung Ty5 
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insertions at HML were made on SC-H plates and grown at SO^C overnight. W3 
and W9 were used as controls. Patches were then replica-plated onto a lawn of 
W303a cells with an integrated LEU2 gene. Plates were incubated at 30°C 
overnight before being replica-plated to SC-H-L plates to select for the diploid 
cells. 
a-factor induced transposition. To determine whether a-factor can induce 
transposition of chromosomal TyS insertions, the functional HIS3 genes carried 
by these elements were replaced with the hisSAL marker by the transplacement 
method (Scherer and Davis, 1979). Plasmid pNK422, containing the his3AL, was 
digested with Nhel and transformed into strains with TyS insertions (W114, 
W144, W9, W2, W77 and W3) by the lithium acetate method (Ausubel et al., 
1987). Four Ura^ transformants from each transformation were picked 
randomly, patched onto YPD plates and allowed to grow for 24 hrs. The patches 
were then replica-plated onto SC/5-FOA plates to select for recombination 
between the two HIS3 genes. Four to eight S-FOA"^ colonies from each strain 
were then patched onto SC-H/5-FOA and allowed to grow for 48 hrs at 30°C. 
Cells that failed to grow were subjected to PGR analysis using a primer specific to 
the artificial intiron DV0235 (S'-CTGTTAATAAATAATACCATTTG-S') and a 
primer specific to TyS DV0187 (S'-CGGTACCTATATACCAC-3'). This confirmed 
the structure of the transplaced elements. Candidates were then tested for TyS 
function by evaluating their ability to transpose by a-factor treatment before 
more detailed analysis. 
For those functional TyS insertions with the HIS3 marker replaced by the 
hisSAl marker, transposition assays were conducted in the presence or absence of 
a-factor. A 0.5 ml culture of each strain was grown in YPD media overnight and 
diluted 10 fold into S ml of fresh YPD and allowed to grow for ~ 4.5 hrs (ODgoo = 
0.8). The culture was then divided, with a factor (3.5 jiM) added to 2 ml of the 
culture and no a factor to the remainder. The cultures were allowed to grow at 
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room temperature for 3 hrs before harvesting. Cells were resuspended in an 
equal volume of YPD medium and allowed to grow for another 3 hrs at room 
temperature. 1 ml of each culture (ODgoo = 3.0) was then plated onto SC-H plates. 
The His^ colony niunbers were scored after 2.5 days growth at 30°C. 
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Table 1. Expression of P-galactosidase from the Ty5 LTR fiision' 
Strain P^alactosidase activity Average (standard deviation) 
MATa/MATa 0.457 
0.723 
0.642 0.607(0.064) 
MATa 8.957 
6.058 
6.117 7.044 (0.781) 
MATa 8.922 
4.560 
6.321 6.601 (1.034) 
MATa 185.119 
(a-factor) 123.464 
99.634 136.072 (16.9) 
* P-galactosidase activity is calculated as described. Three strains for each 
construct are used for calculation. 
Table 2. Ci5-acting sequences mediating pheromone induced Ty5 transcription * 
Strains Constructs P-galactosidase Comparison to the P-galactosidase Fold 
activity (basal) full length LTR activity (induced) induction 
yPI2 pIP2 (LTR) 20.29±11.09 1.00 386.72 + 77.23 19.06 
yPI4A pIP4 (Al-33) 24.55+2.69 1.21 428.90 ±35.82 17.47 
yPD pIP3 (Al-66) 20.74±7.32 1.02 50.14 ±7.20 2.42 
yPI5 pIP5 (Al-94) 27.54±2.06 1.36 42.03 ±6.44 1.45 
yPIl pIPl (Al-170) 1.62+1.60 0.08 1.67 ±1.47 N/D 
yPI24 Yep356R -0.11+0.52 N/D 0.84 ±1.95 N/D 
* P-galactosidase activity was calculated as in Table 1. The values shown are the average of three independent 
experiments. Fold reduction was calculated by dividing the induced activity by the basal activity. 
Table 3. The effect of LTR deletions on mating tjrpe regulated Ty5 transcription' 
Constructs ^alactosidase P-galactosidase P-galactosidase Fold 
activity (MATa) activity (MATa) activity (MATa/a) repression 
pIP2 (LTR) 33.76 ±8.10 41.73 ±2.33 4.49 ±1.34 7.52 (8.41) 
pIP4 (Al-33) 76.16 ±5.42 55.89 ±2.89 7.77 ±1.30 9.80 (8.50) 
pIP3 (Al-66) 34.18+1.60 35.09 ±5.33 18.12 ±4.11 1.89 (1.91) 
pIP5 (Al-94) 41.36 ± 1.52 47.08 ± 12.65 15.90 ±2.35 2.60 (2.78) 
pIPl (Al-170) 1.03 ±0.24 0.61 ±0.83 0.46 ±0.15 N/D 
YEp356R -0.11±0.52 N/D 0.84 ±1.95 N/D 
' p-galactosidase activity was calculated as in Table 1, The values shown are the averages of 
three independent experiments. Fold reduction was calculated by dividing the average basal 
activity in hapioid strains by the activity in the diploid strains. 
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Table 4. a-factor induced transposition ' 
Strains Insertions # of His* cells 
- a factor + a factor 
3A W114 (HML)  0 35 
4 W144 (HML)  0 1 
9 W9 (HMR)  1 22 
13B W2 (telomere) 0 7 
15B W77 (telomere) 0 20 
5P W3 dnternan 15 27 
* Equal numbers of cells were plated onto SC-H plates. His"^ colonies were scored 
after 2.5 days growth at 30''C. 
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Table 5. Distances between Ty5 and HIS3 promoters and silencers * 
Ty5 
insgrtiQo 
locus Distance of Ty5 
promoter to silencer 
Distance of HIS3 
promoter to silencer 
W2 left telomere 
W84 left telomere 
W77 left telomere 
W55 left telomere 
W28 HML-E 
W7 HML-E 
W144 HML-E 
W114 HML-I 
W134 HML-I 
W79 HML-I 
W68 HML-I 
W9 HMR-E 
W113 HMR-E 
W76 HMR-E 
MM HMR-L 
0.6 kb 
73 kb 
0.9 kb 
8.3 kb 
0.7 kb 
0.5 kb 
0.5 kb 
7.6 kb 
0.9 kb 
7.3 kb 
7.0 kb 
1.3 kb 
7.0 kb 
0.1 kb 
6-7 kt> 
6.8kb 
l.lkb 
7.1 kb 
2.1 kb 
6.9 kb 
6.7 kb 
6.7 kb 
1.4 kb 
7.1 kb 
l.lkb 
0.8 kb 
7.5 kb 
0.8 kb 
6.4 kb 
Q.5kt) 
' Distances were measured as the number of kb between the Ty5 LTR or HISS 
promoters and the end of the telomere or the closest ARS consensus sequence 
(ACS) in the HM loci. 
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HGURE LEGENDS 
FIG. 1. Chromosome in Ty5 insertions used in this study. Ty5 insertions at 
chromosome in left telomere, HMR, and HML are shown. Locations of Ty5 
insertions are indicated by short vertical arrows and strain designations. Arrows 
pointing down indicate Ty5 insertions in the same orientation as the 
chromosome HI sequence, while arrows pointing up indicate Ty5 insertion in the 
opposite orientation. The ASS consensus sequences (ACSs) are indicated by the 
long vertical arrows. T at the left telomere designates the telomeric TG1.3. X 
designates the subtelomeric X repeat. E and I at HML and HMR designate the 
flanking transcriptional silencers. Structures of the HM loci are also shown. 
FIG. 2. Ty5 transcription is repressed by silent chromatin. RT-PCR analysis was 
conducted to determine the expression of Ty5 insertions at the chromosome EI 
left telomere and HMR. A Ty5 insertion at chromosome XI (W3) and a plasmid 
copy of Ty5 (W200) were used as controls. RT-PCR analysis with integrase specific 
primers was used to analyze Ty5 expression. RT-PCR analysis with SNF6 specific 
primers was used as an internal control. The PCR amplification products are 
shown. 
FIG. 3. Ty5 insertions at HML do not change the silencing status of HML. 
Qualitative mating assays were conducted to determine whether Ty5 insretions at 
HML would derepress the HMLa gene. Patches of W303a cells with Ty5 
insertions at HML (W28, W7, W144, W114, W134, W79 and W68) were repUcated 
plated onto a lawn of W303a cells with an integrated LEU2 gene. (A) Diploid cells 
were selected on appropriate media. The growth that has occurred for all patches 
is the result of complementation in diploid cells of the LEU2 and HISS genes. 
W303a cells with Ty5 insertions at chromosome XI (W3) and HMR (W9) were 
used as controls. (B) Legend of strains. 
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FIG. 4. Analysis of Ty5 LTR sequences. Ty5 LTR sequences are shown, and the 
first base pair of the Ty5 LTR is designated 1. The boxes denote sequences that 
have similarities to PRE sequences. The lines above the sequences denote regions 
of similarity to the consensus al-(x2 binding sites. The arrows indicate the 
positions of LTR deletions, and the corresponding contruct designations are given 
above them. 
FIG. 5. Transcription of Ty5 insertions at silent chromatin is induced by a factor. 
RT-PCR and Northern blot analysis were conducted to determine whether a-
factor can induce Ty5 transcription within silent chromatin. (A) RT-PCR 
amplification products are shown for Ty5 insertions at HMR (W76) and a 
telomere (W77). A Ty5 insertion at chromosome XI (W3) and a plasmid copy of 
Ty5 (W200) were used as controls. These cells were grown to log phase and 
treated with or without a-factor for one hour. Total RNA was then made and 
subjected to RT-PCR analysiss. (B) Northern blot analysis with Ty5 insertions at 
HMR (W76) and a telomere (W77). (C) RT-PCR amplification products are shown 
for Ty5 insertions at HML (W7 and W28). RT indicates that reverse transcriptase 
was added to the reaction; no RT indicates control reactions in which no reverse 
transcriptase was added. 
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A. RT-PCR using Ty5 specific primers 
jy J" ^  J"  ^^  
B. RT-PCR using SA/F6 specific primers 
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Figure 2 
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plP2 plP4 
1 TQTTGAATQTqXTAACCCAAAAGCATGATATqGQTAi^ TQTTTcj^ GTAttTGTOTC^QAAtTqTT 63 
plP3 piPS 
• • • 
SA TCJl|GTAATQTTTTAQACAAQQAAAACATAGAGCAQCAAACCTCCaATCCGACAQTACTTAAOA 126 
PIPI 
127 AACCATAOTTTCTOT6TACAA6AGTA6TACCTATGTAATTCTTACATTTACATAACATATAOA 189 
190 AAGGTCCAATAAACTTACAACATTATGACATATAAGCTAGATCOTAATTCACTACGTCAACA 251 
Figure 4 
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A. RT-PCR analysis of Ty5 insertions at HMR and a telomere 
B. Northern blot analysis of Ty5 insertions at HMR and a telomere 
C. RT-PCR analysis of TyS insertions at HIUL 
Xx<#vV>v^  / 
Figtire 5 
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CHAPTER in. HIGH FREQUENCY CDNA RECOMBINATION OF THE 
SACCHAROMYCES RETROTRANSPOSON TVS: THE LTR MEDIATES 
FORMATION OF TANDEM ELEMENTS 
A manuscript submitted to Molecular and Cellular Biology 
Ning Ke^ and Daniel F. Voytas^ 
ABSTRACT 
In the life cycle of retroelements, cDNA generated by reverse transcription 
can enter the genome by two pathways: 1) it can integrate using the element-
encoded integrase, or 2) it can recombine with preexisting elements using the 
recombination system of the host. Unlike most retroelements, recombination is 
a particularly important pathway for the yeast retrotransposon Ty5. 
Recombination between TyS cDNA and homologous substrates accounts for 
more than 30% of the putative transposition events when the substrate is carried 
on a plasmid, and approximately 7% when the substrate is located at the 
chromosomal URA3 locus. Characterization of recombinants revealed that they 
are either simple replacements of the marker gene or tandem elements. Using 
an assay system in which the donor element and recombination substrates are 
separated, we foimd that the long terminal repeats (LTRs), which reside at the 
ends of the element, are critical for tandem element formation. LTR-containing 
substrates generate tandem elements at frequencies more than ten fold higher 
than similarly-sized internal TyS sequences. Internal sequences, however. 
' Primary researcher and author. 
^ Assistant professor and author for correspondence. Department of Zoology and 
Genetics, Iowa State Uruversity, Ames, lA 50011. 
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facilitate tandem element formation when associated with an LTR, and there is a 
linear relationship between frequencies of tandem element formation and the 
length of LTR-containing substrates. We propose that recombination is initiated 
between the LTRs of the cDNA and substrate, and that internal sequences 
promote tandem element formation by facilitating sequence aligrunent. Because 
of its location in subtelomeric regions, recombinational amplification of Ty5 may 
contribute to the organization of chromosome ends. 
INTRODUCTION 
Retrotransposons are a group of mobile genetic elements that replicate 
through an mRNA intermediate (5). There are two major classes of 
retrotransposons, which are distinguished by whether or not they are flanked by 
long terminal direct repeats (LTRs). The LTR-containing retrotransposons 
replicate by a mechanism analogous to the retroviruses (5, 8). This replication 
cycle begins with the synthesis of an element mRNA, which is translated to yield 
the protein products required for replication and also serves as a template for 
reverse transcription. Two major polyproteins are encoded by retrotransposon 
mRNA that are equivalent to retroviral gag and pol polyproteins. The gag gene 
products assemble into virus-like particles. Packaged inside these particles are 
template mRNAs and the pol gene products, which include protease, reverse 
transcriptase, integrase and RNase H. A cDNA sjmthesized in the particle 
through reverse transcription can enter the genome by one of two pathways: it 
can be integrated into the chromosome by the element-encoded integrase (5), or 
it can recombine with pre-existing elements. The latter pathway is mediated by 
the host recombination system (32,34,35,38). 
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has five distinct families of 
retrotransposons, designated Tyl-Ty5 (5). The Tyl elements have been studied 
extensively. Transposition assays have been developed in which Tyl elements 
have been placed tinder the transcriptional control of the GALl promoter and 
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modified to carry selectable marker genes to monitor Tyl replication. Genetically 
marked Tyl cDNA that results from reverse transcription typically enters the 
yeast genome by the integration pathway. This cDNA can also recombine with a 
chromosomal Tyl element such that the chromosomal element acquires the 
cDNA marker gene (32). In addition, Tyl cDNA recombination can yield tandem 
elements, and they are frequently observed when the integration pathway is 
blocked (38). Tandem elements have also been generated by wildtype Tyl 
elements at the HML locus and other chromosomal lod (45). This indicates that 
tandem elements are formed naturally, although the mechanism by which this 
occurs remains to be determined. 
Retroelement reverse transcriptase can occasionally reverse transcribe 
cellular mRNAs. This process has important implications for genome 
evolution, because cellular cDNAs can integrate to new locations to generate 
gene duplications or pseudogenes. Cellular cDNA can also recombine with 
parental genes, and the paucity of introns in S. cerevisiae is likely due to such 
recombination events (16). cDNA generated from S. cerevisiae HIS3 mRNA has 
been shown either to recombine with the chromosomal HISS locus or to be 
carried to new genomic locations through the action of a Tyl element (14,15). 
Similar events have also been documented in mammalian cells and likely arise 
by aberrant reverse transcription (30,43). 
An active Ty5 element, Ty5-6p, has been identified from the species 
Saccharomyces paradoxus. This element is 5,376 bp long and is flanked by 251 bp 
long terminal repeats (LTRs) (47). Endogenous Saccharomyces Ty5 elements are 
associated with the telomeres and the MM lod, and Ty5-6p has been shown to 
integrate preferentially into these sites (47,49). The telomeres and HM lod are 
bound in unique chromatin, called silent chromatin (24), which likely directs Ty5 
integration to these locations. The subtelomeric regions of S. cerevisiae also 
contain other repeated sequences, namely Y' elements and X repeats (27). Y' 
elements play a role in telomere structure and may have a biological function, as 
supported by the observation that the early senescence phenotype characteristic 
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of certain telomere-length mutants (such as estl) can be overcome by 
amplification of Y' through recombination (29). The presence of TyS at 
subtelomeric regions suggests it may also play a role in telomere structure. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, we demonstrate that TyS cDNA recombines at a 
high frequency, and TyS elements can amplify in copy munber through tandem 
element formation. In addition, we describe an assay that has made it possible to 
identify sequences important for recombination. Using data obtained from this 
assay, we propose models for tandem element formation based on 
recombination between the LTRs of the cDNA and the substrate. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains. Yeast strains used in this study were YPH499 (MATa, GAL*, 
trplA63, ura3-52, leulAl, his3A200, lys2-801, ade2-101) and its isogenic 
derivatives. Integrative transformation was used to recombine the GAL1-Ty5 
constructs into yeast chromosomes (19). pSZ157, which contains GALl-
Ty5his3AI (see below) on the integration plasmid pRS406 (40), was linearized 
with Ncol before fransforming YPH499 by the lithium acetate method to generate 
YNK277 (2). pNK298, which contains the GALl-TySneoAJ (see below) on the 
integration plasmid pRS30S (40), was linearized with BsfEII and used to 
transform YPH499 to generate strain YNK364. Transposition assays using these 
strains were conducted to test the transposition competence of integrated TyS 
elements before further analysis. The Escherichia coli strain XLl-blue was used 
for recombiiwnt DNA marupulations (Stratagene). Plasmids were infroduced 
into yeast and E. coli by electroporation (2). 
Plasmids. pNK254 and pNK356 were used to evaluate cDNA 
recombination with plasmid-bome TyS elements. pNK2S4 was constructed by 
cloning the XholSacU fragment from pSZ152 (47) into the corresponding sites of 
the CEN plasmid pRS416 (40). This fragment contains the wild type TyS element 
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under transcriptional control of GALl-10 upstream activating sequences (UASs) 
and the hisSAI selectable marker (referred to as GALl-Ty5his3AI), The Ty5 
element under its native LTR promoter (pNK356) was constructed by replacing 
the ~800 bp Xhol-BamHl fragment from pNK254 with the corresponding 
fragment from pNK318 (described below). The Ty5 construct used to detect 
chromosomal recombination events, pSZ157, was made by cloning the Xhol-
Sacn fragment from pSZ152 into the integration plasmid pRS406. pNK298 was 
made by cloning the Xhol-SacU fragment containing the GALl-Ty5neoAI 
element from pXW25 (X. Gai & D. F. Voytas, impublished) into the integration 
plasmid pRS305. This plasmid was used to recombine the GALl-Ty5neoAI 
construct into the chromosomal LEU2 locus. 
The full-length Ty5 element used as a recombination substrate was made 
as follows: an Xhol site was introduced into the 5' LTR by PCR-amplifying a Ty5 
subclone (pNK301) with the mutagenic primer DV0278 (5'-
CCGCTCGAGTGTTGAATGTGATAACCCA-3') and the reverse primer. PGR 
fragments were digested with Xfiol and BamHl and used to replace the 
corresponding fragment of pSZ152 to generate pNK318; this replaced the GALl-
Ty5 LTR with a native LTR Ty5-containing fragments of pNK318 were cloned 
into pRS426 (9) to serve as recombination subsfrates (Fig. 6): pNK311 contains 
the Xhol-BamHL fragment; pNK313 contains the Xhol-Hindm fragment; 
pNK348 contains the 5' Hindni-Smal fragment; pNK349 contains the Xhol-Smal 
fragment; pNK350 contains the 3' Smal-Hindni fragment. pNK311 was divided 
into two parts by infroducing a BcmHI site at the jimction between the 5' LTR 
and the internal region by PGR based site-directed mutagenesis. This resulted in 
pNK317 (LTR sequences) and pNK354 (adjacent internal sequences). 
An assay to distinguish between His^ plasmid and chromosomal events. 
pNK254, containing GALl-Ty5his3AI, was transformed into YPH499, and three 
independent Ura* fransformants were used for further study. Transposition 
assays were conducted as previously described (47) with minor modifications: 
patches of cells were made on synthetic complete medium without uracil (SC-
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U)/glucose plates and allowed to grow at 30''C for 2 days. Patches were then 
replica-plated onto SC-U/galactose plates and grown at room temperature (23°C) 
for an additional two days to induce transposition. At this point, cells from each 
patch were scraped and resuspended in dHjO. 100 jU of the cell suspension and a 
10"* dilution were plated onto synthetic complete medium without histidine (SC-
H) and SC-U plates, respectively. Colonies were counted after 48 hrs growth at 
30°C. The frequency of His"^ cells was calculated by dividing the colony number 
on SC-H plates by the product of the colony number on SC-U plates and the 
dilution factor. 
To calculate the proportion of plasmid events, about 300 His^ colonies 
were picked and patched onto SC-H plates. Patches were grown for two days at 
30''C before being replica-plated onto SC-H medium with 5-fluoroorotic add (SC-
H/5-FOA). Plates were placed at 30°C for an additional two days before scoring 
for growth. The proportion of plasmid events was calculated by dividing the 
number of patches that did not grow on SC-H/5-FOA plates by the number of 
patches that grew on SC-H plates. 
Ten individual His* strains with plasmid events were characterized by 
Southern blot analysis. Total yeast DNA was prepared and digested with Xhol or 
Hpal, which cut once in the vector or once in Ty5, respectively. DNA was 
separated on 0.8% agarose gels and transferred to nylon membranes by the 
alkaline transfer method (2). Filters were hybridized with a ^^P-labeled HISS 
probe. Plasmids from representative strains were rescued in bacteria, restriction 
mapped and sequenced. 
A similar assay was used to determine the proportion of plasmid events 
generated by a Ty5 element with its own LTR promoter. pNK356 was 
transformed into YPH499 by electroporation. Three independent Ura"^ 
transformants were selected and patched onto a SC-U/glucose plate. Patches 
were grown at room temperature (23°C) for 1.5 days before scoring. The overall 
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frequenqr of His"^ cell formation and the proportion of plasmid events were 
calculated as above. 
Frequency of cDNA recombination with a chromosomal Ty5 element 
The yeast strain YNK277 with an integrated GALl-Ty5his3AI at the URA3 locus 
was used to calculate the recombination frequency for a chromosomal Ty5 
element. After induction of transposition, approximately 300 His* colonies were 
picked and patched onto SC-H plates. The patches were grown at 30°C for 2 days. 
Plates with patches were first replica-plated onto YPD plates and then SC/5-FOA 
plates. Finally, the patches were replica-plated onto SC-H/5-FOA plates. Patches 
that failed to generate His*/5-FOA' colonies were considered putative 
recombination events (see Fig. 3). These strains were retested before being 
subjected to Southern blot analysis. Genomic DNA was made from these strains, 
digested with Hpal, separated on 0.8% agarose gels, and transferred to nylon 
filters. The filters were hybridized with a '^P-labeled HISS probe. Twelve 
randomly chosen His* strains were used as controls. 
An assay to measure recombination frequencies for Ty5 fragments. The 
GALl-Ty5neoAI element on pNK298 was integrated into the LEU2 locus to 
generate YNK364. The recombination target plasmids described above were 
introduced into this strain, and transposition assays were conducted. After 
induction of transposition by growth on galactose, patches were replica-plated 
onto YPD plates containing 200 |ig/ml G418 (Sigma) to select for recombination 
and integration events. The G418' cells were allowed to grow for four days at 
30°C before being used to make total DNA. 1 pil of DNA (out of 20 |il total) was 
used to transform E. coli by electroporation. 1/100 of the cells were plated onto 
LB-Amp plates and the remaining cells were plated onto LB-Amp/Kan plates. 
Recombinant firequencies (both plasmid integration and recombination events) 
were calculated by dividing the number of AmpTCan' colonies by the product of 
the number of colonies that were Amp' and the dilution factor. For each 
recombination substrate, eleven to eighteen AmpTCan' recombinants were 
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characterized by restriction mapping or sequencing to determine whether they 
were derived by recombination. 
RESULTS 
TyS cDNA recombines at high frequency. The cDNA that is formed by 
reverse transcription of retrotransposon mRNAs can enter the genome either by 
integrating to new chromosome locations or by recombining with preexisting 
endogenous elements. We have previously identified a transposition-
competent TyS element from S. paradoxus (Ty5-6p) and developed an assay to 
monitor TyS replication in S. ceremsiae (47). This assay uses a modified TyS-6p 
donor element (GALl-Ty5his3AI), which is transcriptionally regulated by GALl-
10 upstream activating sequences. This element carries a HIS3 marker gene that 
is interrupted by an artificial intron (his3AI) (11). Because the intron is in the 
incorrect orientation to be spliced from HIS3 mRNA, the intron inactivates HISS 
expression in the donor element. However, the intron can be spliced from TyS 
mRNA. If this mRNA is used as a template for reverse transcription, a 
functional HIS3 gene is reconstituted. A His^ phenotype may result from either 
integration or recombination of the cDNA. 
We have previously shown that the majority of chromosomal His^ events 
are due to integration (47, 48). The few endogenous TyS elements in S. cerevisiae 
are likely poor substrates for recombination, because they only share 70-90% 
sequence similarity with TyS-6p. The donor plasmid, however, is a suitable 
target for recombination, because it carries a full-length, homologous TyS 
element. Chromosomal and plasmid events that generate His* cells may be 
distinguished by the sfrategy shown in Fig. 1. After induction of transposition, 
patches of individual His* cells are grown on SC-H plates. This releases selection 
on the URA3-hased donor plasmid unless the HIS3 gene in the element is 
present. Patches are then replica-plated to SC-H media with S-fluoroorotic add 
(5-FOA). Cells containing the donor plasmid with the URA3 gene cannot grow 
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in the presence of 5-FOA (6), and therefore only His^ cells with chromosomal 
Ty5 insertions survive. Using this assay, we found that 34.9% (104/298) of His"^ 
cells carried a functional HIS3 gene on the donor plasmids (Table 1). 
Plasmid events may result from either recombination of Ty5 cDNA with 
the donor element or integration into the donor plasmid. To distinguish 
between these two possibilities, we characterized ten individual His* strains 
carrying plasmid recombinants by Southern blot analysis (Fig. 2). Representative 
recombinant plasmids were rescued in E. coli, restriction mapped and sequenced 
(data not shown). All plasmid events arose by recombination and fell into two 
classes: either the intron in the donor element was removed by gene conversion 
or double cross-over with a Ty5 cDNA (referred to as marker exchange), or the 
donor Ty5 and a Ty5 cDNA were present in tandem (referred to as tandem 
elements). Seven marker exchanges and three tandem elements were observed. 
Throughout this paper, we use the term recombination frequency to reflect the 
proportion of His"^ cells that arise by recombination. 
High frequency cDNA recombination is not influenced by Ty5 
transcription: Because of the presence of the GALl-10 UAS in the Ty5 promoter, 
Ty5 transcription on galactose is significantly higher than transcription of native 
elements (data not shown). High frequency cDNA recombination could simply 
be the consequence of abimdant Ty5 cDNA. To test whether this is the case, 
cDNA recombination was measured using a plasmid-bome Ty5his3AI element 
with its native LTR promoter. The His* frequency was found to be 15.4 fold 
lower than the GAL regulated elements, probably because of lower transcription 
levels (Table 2). However, the proportion of plasmid events was still high (about 
50%). Characterization of twelve independent plasmids with the HIS3 gene 
revealed that this marker was acquired through recombiiiation (data not shown). 
This indicates that high frequency cDNA recombination is not simply due to the 
presence of high levels of cDNA. In fact, recombination and integration 
frequencies drop proportionally for the native Ty5 element compared to the 
GALl-Ty5his3AI element (Tables 1 and 2): the overall recombination frequency 
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was 10.3 fold lower (5.38 X10 X 0.349 / 3.49 X 0.52) and the integration frequenqr 
was 20.9 fold lower (5.38 X10 X 0.651 / 3.49 X 0.48). 
Ty5 cDNA recombination occurs efficiently with chromosomal substrates: 
Our data suggest that the majority of Ty5 cDNA enters chromosomal targets by 
integration and plasmid targets by recombination. The lack of chromosomal 
recombination events may be a consequence of poor substrates (highly 
degenerate native element sequences) or differences in chromatin structure 
between plasmid and chromosomal substrates. To test whether Ty5 recombines 
efficiently with homologous chromosomal targets, we developed an assay to 
detect chromosomal recombination events (Fig. 3). A GALl-Ty5his3AI element 
was integrated into chromosome V at the URA3 locus such that it was flanked by 
wild type and mutant URA3 genes. This element may serve as a substrate for 
recombination with Ty5 cDNA to give rise to His"^ cells (Fig. 3A). A second 
recombination event between the URA3 genes would generate a defective URA3 
allele, with concomitant loss of the intervening Ty5 (Fig. 3B). If the His"^ 
phenotype was derived through Ty5 cDNA recombination with the 
chromosomal donor Ty5 element, then recombination between the URA3 genes 
would delete the functional HIS3 gene and result in a His'/5-FOA' phenotype. 
A transposition assay was conducted, and His^ cells were patched onto SC-
H media. Patches were first replica-plated onto rich media and then to SC/5-FOA 
media to select for the defective URA3 gene. Finally, the patches were replica-
plated onto SC-H/5-FOA media. By screening 300 His"^ colonies, we found 22 
candidates that may have been generated by cDNA recombination back to the 
chromosomal donor element. Southern blot analysis of 12 candidates indicated 
that all were recombination events (Fig. 3C), yielding an overall recombination 
frequency of about 7%. The characterized recombination events also fell into two 
categories: nine resulted from marker exchange and three were tandem 
elements. The ratio between these two classes (9/3) is very similar to that 
observed for recombination with plasmid substrates (7/3). Southern blot analysis 
was also conducted on 12 randomly chosen His"^ cells; ten were integration 
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events and two were recombination events. The two recombination events were 
later found to also give a His'/S-FOA*^ phenot)rpe. Although the chromosomal 
recombination frequency (7%) is much lower than for plasmid substrates (34. 9%), 
cDNA recombination is still efficient considering that the Ty5 integration 
frequency to highly preferred chromosomal targets (e.g. HMR-E) is only about 3% 
(47). 
An assay to identify sequences that facilitate Ty5 cDNA recombination: To 
determine whether certain Ty5 sequences are important for recombination, we 
developed an assay that separates the donor Ty5 element from the substrate. 
This assay allows recombination efficiencies to be measured using different Ty5 
fragments as substrates (Fig. 4). In this assay, a GAL1-Ty5 was integrated into the 
chromosomal LEU2 locus to serve as the cDNA donor. To facilitate the recovery 
of recombination events, the hisSAl marker was replaced by neoAI. The neo 
gene confers G418 resistance to yeast and kanamydn resistance to bacteria. 
Plasmids carrying Ty5 or Ty5 fragments were then introduced into this strain to 
serve as recombination subsfrates. After induction of Ty5 franscription on 
galactose, transposition and recombirwtion events were selected on YPD-G418 
plates. Recombinant frequencies (both plasmid integration and recombination 
events) were measured by making total DNA from the 0418*^ cells and 
fransforming the DNA into bacteria. All recovered plasmids confer an Amp' 
phenotype, while recombinants will confer an Amp"^Kan^ phenotj^e. The ratio 
between Amp^Kan' cells and the total Amp' cells reflects the recombinant 
frequency of a particular target Representative recombinants were characterized 
through restriction mapping or DNA sequencing to determine whether they 
were derived from recombination or integration. 
Using this assay, we found that the recombinant frequency for plasmids 
with a full-length Ty5 was more than 100 fold higher than the negative control 
(no Ty5 sequences present), indicating that this assay can effectively measure Ty5 
recombination (Fig. 5A). All four characterized recombinants for the negative 
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control were due to integration (data not shown). However, of 39 plasmid 
recombinants characterized for the Ty5 substrate, all were derived from 
recombination (Fig. SB). Twenty of these (51.3%) were due to marker exchange, 
12 (30.8%) were tandem elements, and the other seven (17.9%) were tandem 
elements associated with sequence rearrangements (data not shown). The ratio 
of marker exchange to tandem elements (20/12) was lower than in the previous 
assays (7/3), probably because the Ty5 substrate does not have the neoAI 
sequences to facilitate marker exchange. Detailed restriction maps of 12 tandem 
elements revealed that all have only one copy of the neo gene, and this marker 
resides in the 5' element (Fig. 5B). This suggested that most tandem elements are 
formed when the Ty5 cDNA recombines either with the 5' LTR or with the 
internal region upstream of the marker. 
The Ty5 LTR mediates tandem element fonnation: To identify Ty5 
sequences important for tandem element formation, different Ty5 fragments 
were used as recombination substrates in the assay described above. To eliminate 
marker exchange, only Ty5 fragments from the 5' LTR to the site of neoAI 
insertion were tested. Recombinant frequencies were calculated by the methods 
described in Fig. 4. Eleven to eighteen recombinant plasmids for each construct 
were characterized by restriction mapping. Ty5 fragments with or without an 
LTR were first tested and the results are shown in Fig. 6A. The results can be 
summarized as follows: 1) the recombinant frequencies for fragments containing 
the 5' LTR are much higher compared to similarly-sized internal fragments. For 
instance, pNK349 was 5.3 fold higher than pNK350 and 40 fold higher than 
pNK348. 2) Most of the recombinants characterized from LTR or LTR-containing 
substrates were due to recombination (e.g. at least 72.7% for pNK317). However, 
for the internal fragment on pNK350, only 16.7% of the recombinants (2/12) were 
due to recombination. This indicates that the actual recombination frequency for 
the internal fragment on pNK350 is an additiorial 6 fold lower, and the overall 
recombination frequency is 31.8 fold lower than pNK349 (i.e. 5.3 X 6). 3) There is 
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a linear relationship between recombination frequencies and the size of LTR-
containing substrates (Fig. 6C). 
The data in Fig. 6A suggest that because the internal Ty5 sequences in 
pNK348 are not a good recombination substrate, the high frequency 
recombination observed for pNK349 is mediated by the LTR and/or the adjacent 
internal sequences. This is supported by the relatively high frequency of 
recombination observed for pNK313, which only carries these sequences. To test 
whether the 5' LTR or sequences immediately adjacent are important for tandem 
element formation, these sequences were separated onto two plasmids (pNK317 
and pNK354) (Fig 6B). The recombinant frequency for the internal fragment was 
3.3 fold lower (1.207/0.368) compared to the LTR alone. Characterization of 
recombinants generated with the internal fragment revealed only 2/12 were due 
to recombination, compared to 8/11 for the LTR fragment. This makes the actual 
recombination frequency eui additional 4.4 fold lower (Fig. 6B) and the overall 
recombination frequency 14.5 fold lower (i.e. 3.3 X 4.4) relative to the similarly-
sized LTR fragment. The LTR, therefore, is very important in mediating tandem 
element formation, and recombination is enhanced when internal sequences are 
present in conjunction with an LTR. 
DISCUSSION 
Because retrotransposons are components of all eukaryotic genomes, they 
have likely played an important role in shaping the genetic material. Integration 
can have deleterious consequences for the host by causing gene mutations. On 
the other hand, retrofransposon insertions may be advantageous; for example, 
some insertions that alter gene expression have been shown to contribute 
important transcriptional confrol sequences (e.g. 23, 46). Some retrotransposons, 
particularly those of S. cerevisiae, display a strong target bias for integration (12). 
Targeted integration can have significant effects on chromosome organization 
due to the accumulation of refrotransposons at particular chromosomal sites 
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(22). While the genetic effects of integration have been well-doaimented, it has 
become increasingly clear that recombination of retrotransposon cDNA into the 
genome can also shape the genetic material. Studies with Tyl elements have 
shown that Tyl cDNA can recombine with preexisting insertions to generate 
simple replacements or to form tandem elements (32, 38, 45). Cellular mRNA 
may also occasionally get reverse transcribed by retroelements. The resulting 
cDNA can integrate to form processed pseudogenes or recombine with its 
nuclear homolog (14-16,30, 43). 
The Ty5 elements of Saccharomyces are an ideal system to study cDNA 
recombination. Most strains of S. cerevisiae do not have any transposition-
competent Ty5 elements, and endogenous Ty5 sequences are predominantly solo 
LTRs (47). These sequences tj'pically share from 70% to 90% nucleotide identity 
with the active element, Ty5-6p, which originates from S. paradoxus and is used 
in our transposition assays. The endogenous elements do not appear to be good 
substrates for recombination, as none of the 34 previously characterized de novo 
chromosomal insertions resulted from recombination (47, 48). This apparent 
absence of recombination with endogenous elements makes it p>ossible to 
monitor recombination between a genetically marked donor Ty5-6p cDNA and a 
particular Ty5-6p subsfrate by the gain of the marker in the substrate. We have 
exploited this advantage of the Ty5 system to better understand mechanisms of 
cDNA recombination. 
High frequency cDNA recombination with a plasmid-bome Ty5 element: 
Ty5 cDNA is highly recombinogenic. More than 30% of the His^ cells observed 
in transposition assays are due to recombination of Ty5 cDNA with the plasmid-
bome donor element. This is quite striking, especially since no plasmid events 
were observed when a wild type Tyl element was used in a similar assay (0/586 
His"^ events characterized) (38). We have observed two classes of products that 
resulted from Ty5 cDNA recombination: elements that have tmdergone a 
marker exchange and tandem elements. The two classes were observed in the 
ratio of seven marker exchanges to three tandem elements. Our observations for 
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Ty5 cDNA recombination are very similar to what has been observed for Tyl 
elements when the integration pathway is genetically blocked. In Tyl integrase 
mutantS;. cDNA that is normally destined for integration becomes available for 
high frequency recombination (38). The high frequency cDNA recombination 
observed for wild type Ty5 elements suggests that Ty5 cDNA is readily accessible 
for recombination. 
High frequency recombination is not simply due to the abimdance of Ty5 
cDNA generated by galactose-induced Ty5 expression. Aiudysis of recombination 
events for a plasmid-borne Ty5 element under its own LTR promoter indicated 
that although the overall His^ frequency dropped about 15 fold (likely due to 
lower levels of transcription), the proportion of recombination events was still 
more than 50%. This is in confrast to Tyl cDNA recombination, for which 
overexpression of a GALl-Tylneo element is necessary to detect recombination 
with a chromosomal Tyl substrate (32). 
Chromosomal recombination of Ty5 cDNA: Although Ty5 cDNA 
recombines at high frequency with plasmid-bome elements, we have never 
previously detected chromosomal recombination events. We propose two 
reasons why this might be the case: 1) endogenous Ty5 sequences share only 70-
90% identity with the Ty5-6p element used in the transpKSsition assays. 
Recombination between homeologous sequences is much lower than between 
homologous sequences, and mismatch repair systems have been shown to limit 
recombination between diverged recombination substrates (13,17, 37). In 
addition, the only S. cerevisiae Ty5 element with internal sequence contains a 2.3 
kb deletion. This would likely further reduce its ability to recombine. 2) 
Alternatively, the low level of chromosomal recombination could be due to 
differences between chromosomal and plasmid substrates. Such differences have 
been reported for mating t)^ switching, the function of sequences involved in 
DNA replication, the expression of HML and HMR, and other biological 
processes influenced by chromatin structure (7,10,31,42). 
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To distinguish between these two possibilities, we developed an assay that 
measures cDNA recombination with an homologous chromosomal element. 
We foimd that the recombination frequency for a chromosomal element 
approximated 7%. This is much lower than single copy, plasmid-bome Ty5 
elements (>30%) and indicates that the location of Ty5 recipient elements affects 
recombination frequency. However, Ty5 recombination is still efficient, 
considering that the integration frequency to a preferred target such as HMR-E is 
only 3%. This indicates that recombination is favored over integration as the 
pathway by which Ty5 enters the chromosome. 
High frequency Ty5 cDNA recombination to plasmid and chromosomal 
targets could result because Ty5 cDNA is more available to the recombination 
machinery compared to the other Ty elements. Alternatively, Ty5 integration 
could be relatively inefficient, allowing the recombination pathway to 
predominate. However, our observation that both integration and 
recombination frequencies changed proportionally when Ty5 was under native 
or GAL franscriptional controls argues against the inefficient integration 
hypothesis. Because random integration of refrotransposons may have 
deleterious effects on the host, the S. cerevisiae refrotrar\sposons appear to have 
evolved mechanisms to target integration to non-coding regions (12, 20). Ty5 
cDNA recombination provides another mechanism to target cDNA to non-
deleterious chromosomal locations to maintain or increase the number of 
fimctional elements. 
Recent work has shown that non-homologous recombination of Tyl 
cDNA can repair chromosomal double strand breaks (4,33,44). Interestingly, this 
chromosomal repair mechanism was observed more frequently in Tyl integrase 
mutants (44). Both homologous and non-homologous recombination, therefore, 
appear to require high availability of cDNA. The high frequency of Ty5 cDNA 
recombination suggests that it may be available to serve a similar role in 
repairing chromosomal breaks. 
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Mechanisms for tandem element formation: By separating the Ty5 cDNA 
donor from the recombination substrates, we have established an assay system to 
systematically test different Ty5 substrates for their effectiveness in generating 
recombinant products. We have focused our efforts on identifying sequences 
important for tandem element formation, which constitute 30% of the Ty5 
cDNA recombination events. In particular, we have found that the LTR is 
critical; LTR-containing fragments are at least 10 fold better substrates for tandem 
element formation relative to similarly-sized interrwl sequences. Internal 
fragments, although not good recombination substrates themselves, can facilitate 
tandem element formation when associated with LTR fragments. 
Tandem elements have previously been observed for Tyl insertions at 
HML and other chromosomal lod (45). Tyl mutations that affect integration also 
give rise to tandem Tyl arrays generated by recombination (38). Two possibilities 
have been put forward to explain tandem element formation (38): 1) aberrant 
strand transfer during reverse transcription or recombination between Tyl 
cDNAs may result in tandem cDNA molecules, which could then recombine 
with preexisting Tyl insertions, or 2) single copy Tyl cDNAs could recombine 
with preexisting Tyl insertions. Based on these possibilities, and our observed 
importance for LTRs in mediating tandem element formation, we considered 
four models to explain the formation of tandem elements (Fig. 7): A) tandem 
cDNAs could recombine with targets through LTR sequences. Recombinants 
would carry the marker genes on both elements. B) Single copy linear cDNAs 
could recombine with targets through LTR sequences by an ends-out mechanism 
to generate tandem elements (18); the marker gene would be equally distributed 
between 5' and 3' elements. C) Single copy linear cDNAs could recombine with 
targets through LTR sequences by an ends-in mechanism to generate tandem 
elements with the marker gene predominantly in 5' element (18). D) 
Recombination between LTRs in single copy linear cDNAs could generate rucked 
solo-LTR circles. These nicked circles could recombine with targets through the 
LTRs to generate tandem elements with the marker genes predominantly in 5' 
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element. Models C and D would predict that the 5' LTR is the preferred substrate, 
because 5' intenud sequences can facilitate alignment with the cDNA. This 
cannot occur with the substrate's 3' LTR, because adjacent internal domain 
sequences differ by the presence of the marker gene in the cDNA. 
Our observation that all 12 tandem elements characterized for the full-
length Ty5 substrate carry the marker gene in the 5' element is consistent with 
models C and D, Furthermore, models C and D predict a role for 5' internal 
sequences in aligning cDNA and target, which could explain the linear 
relationship observed between frequencies of tandem element formation and the 
length of LTR-containing substrates. While we assume that the cDNA 
molecules which participate in recombination are double stranded molecules, 
single stranded cDNAs or partially double stranded cDNAs could also recombine 
to generate tandem elements. Further characterization of the cDNA 
recombination intermediates should help distinguish among these possibilities. 
Interestingly, the linear relationship shown between Ty5 cDNA 
recombination frequencies and the length of LTR-containing fragments is very 
similar to what was observed by Jinks-Robertson ef al for mitotic recombination 
between URA3 repeats in S. cerevisiae (21). A line£ir relationship between 
recombination frequency and substrate length has also been observed in S. 
cerevisiae by other investigators, as well as in mammalian systems and E. coli (1, 
26, 36, 39,41). Our findings indicate that like mitotic recombination, cDNA 
recombination is homology and substrate length dependent. 
Ty5 and telomere structure: The preference for Ty5 to integrate at 
telomeres suggests it plays a role in telomere structure. The Drosophila 
melanogaster non-LTR retrotransposons Het-A and TART serve as telomeres (3, 
25), indicating that retroelements can, in fact, play essential roles in chromosome 
maintenance. In S. cerevisiae, subtelomeric Y' elements can amplify by 
recombination to form tandem arrays (28, 29). Amplification of Y' elements can 
suppress telomere-length mutations, such as mutations in the ESTl gene. Y' 
amplification allows estl cells to survive even though they gradually lose 
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telomeric repeats (29). Ty5, which is also subtelomeric and forms tandem 
elements efficiently, may serve a similar role. Considering our observation that 
tandem element formation is mediated by Ty5 LTRs, the relatively high ntimber 
of solo LTRs in the subtelomeric regioi\s of S. ceremsiae and S. paradoxus could 
provide abimdant targets for recombinatiorwl amplification. It wiU be of interest 
to determine whether Ty5 amplification can also suppress telomere-length 
mutations in genes such as ESTl. 
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Table 1. cDNA recombination with plasmid-bome GALl-TyShisSAI * 
Strains His+ frequencies Number Number Percent 
(X10-5) onSC-H onSC-H/FOA plasmid events 
YNK366 4.98 106 73 31.1% 
YNK367 7.57 100 57 43.0% 
YNK368 3.58 92 64 30.4% 
Average/Total: 5.38 ±2.02 298 194 34.9% 
" The His+ frequencies for three transformants were calculated by dividing the 
His+ cell number by the total Ura^ cell nimiber. The proportion of plasmid 
events was calculated by dividing the His+ZS-FOA' cell nimiber by the His+ cell 
number. 
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Table 2. cDNA recombination with plasmid-bome native Ty5 elements ' 
Strains His+ frequencies Number Number Percent 
(XIO-^) onSC-H on SC-H/FOA plasmid events 
YNK454 4.12 51 26 49.0% 
YNK455 5.07 54 23 57.0% 
YNK456 1.29 43 22 48.8% 
Average/Total: 3.49 ± 1.97 148 71 52.0% 
* Calciilations were performed as described in the footnote to Table 1. 
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HGURE LEGENDS 
FIG. 1. An assay to distinguish between His"  ^chromosomal and plasmid events. 
A GALl-Ty5his3AI is carried on an URA3-based CEN plasmid. After 
transcription and reverse transcription, Ty5 cDNAs with a functional HISS gene 
are generated. The cDNAs could enter either plasmid targets (in this case the 
donor plasmid) or chromosomal targets. These two events can be distiaguished 
because plasmid events will not grow on SC-H/5-FOA plates. 
FIG. 2. Structural analysis of His  ^plasmids. (A) Maps of plasmids carrying the 
donor and recombinant Ty5 elements. Xhol cuts once within the vector 
sequence and Hpal cuts once within Ty5. For elements that result from marker 
exchange (class I), the map is the same as the donor element with the exception 
of the loss of the intron. This class of elements could result by gene conversion 
or double crossover. However, if recombination generated tandem elements 
(class U), digestion with Xhol woixld generate a fragment 6.5 kb larger than the 
original plasmid (the size of a full length Ty5 plus the HIS3 marker). Digestion 
with Hpal would generate two fragments — a 6.5 kb fragment and a fragment the 
size of the donor plasmid. (B) Southern blot analysis was conducted for ten His^ 
strains with plasmid events. Filters containing Xhol or Hpal digested genomic 
DNA were hybridized with a labeled his3AI probe. Seven marker exchanges 
and three tandem elements were observed. Arrows next to the blots indicate 
tandem or class n elements. 
FIG. 3. Ty5 cDNA recombines efficiently with a chromosomal substrate. (A) A 
GALl-Ty5hisAI was integrated into the chromosome at the URA3 locus. After 
induction of TyS expression, Ty5 cDNA can enter the genome either through 
recombination or integration. (B) A method to detect cDNA recombination 
events. Recombination between the two URA3 alleles would result in the 
deletion of the intervening TyS sequences and give 5-FOA resistance. Cells 
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would also be His' if the intervening Ty5 carried a functional HIS3 gene due to 
cDNA recombination. However, if Ty5 cDNA went to other sites, the His* 
phenotype would be retained. Thus putative recombination events can be 
identified by selecting for the His'/5-FOA' phenotype. (C) Structural analysis of 
putative recombination events. In the left panel, twelve His* strains carrying 
putative recombination events were subjected to Southern blot analysis. The 
DNA was digested with Hpal and hybridized with a labeled hisSAI probe. 
Nine of the putative recombination events were marker exchanges, while the 
other three were tandem elements. The right panel shows twelve randomly 
chosen His* strains that served as controls. Two are recombination events (later 
confirmed to be also His"/5-FOA0, while the other ten are integration events. 
FIG. 4. An assay to measure recombinant frequencies for Ty5 fragments. A 
donor GALl-Ty5-neoAI element is integrated at the chromosomal LEU2 locus, 
and cDNA recombination is measured to plasmid substrates carrying different 
Ty5 firagments. After induction of Ty5 expression, integration and 
recombination events are selected on YPD-G418 plates. Total yeast DNA is made 
from G418' cells and transformed into E. coli. Recombinants can be selected by 
their AmpTCan' phenotype. Recombinant frequencies for different substrates are 
calculated by dividing the number of AmpTCan' colonies by the total number of 
Amp"^ colonies. 
FIG. 5. Ty5 cDNA recombination with full-length Ty5 substrates. (A) 
Frequencies of recombinant formation are shown for full-length Ty5 and confrol 
(no Ty5) subsfrates. The recombinant frequency with the full-length Ty5 is more 
than 100 fold higher than the negative control (frequencies were calculated as 
shown in Fig. 4). (B) Structural characterization of recombinants for the full-
length Ty5 substrate. The recombinants were armlyzed by restriction mapping, 
and the numbers of marker exchanges and tandem elements are shown. The 
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seven recombinants that did not fit the depicted classes are tandem elements 
with deletions and/or rearrangements. 
FIG. 6. Ty5 LTRs promote tandem element formation. (A) Recombinant 
frequencies, recombination proportions and recombination frequencies are 
shown for different Ty5 fragments. Recombinant frequencies were calculated by 
dividing the number of AmpTCan"^ colonies by the total number of Amp' 
colonies. The proportion of recombination events was determined by restriction 
mapping eleven to eighteen recombinants generated from each Ty5 substrate. 
The recombination frequencies are the product of the recombinant frequency and 
recombination proportion for each Ty5 fragment. (B) Recombinant frequencies, 
recombination proportions, and recombination frequencies for the 5' LTR and 5' 
internal sequences. The experiment was conducted as described in part A. (C) 
Linear regression analysis of recombination frequencies and substrate sizes for 
the LTR-contaiiung fragments. The data were derived from part A. 
FIG. 7. Models for formation of tandem elements. Only double stranded cDNA 
molecules are considered as the recombination intermediates. Both strands of 
linear cDNAs are shown recessed from the 5' ends of the LTRs (dashed lines), 
resulting in single stranded 3' ends which could then invade the homologous 
subsfrate. The resolution of the recombination intermediates would result in 
formation of tandem elements. Arrows depict LTRs. (A) Recombination of 
tandem cDNAs through LTRs would generate recombinants with marker genes 
in both elements. (B) Recombination of a single linear cDNA through the LTR 
by the ends-out mechanism would generate recombinants with marker genes 
equally distributed between the 5' and 3' elements. (C) Recombination of a 
single copy linear cDNA through the LTR by the ends-in mechanism would 
generate recombinants with marker genes predominantly in the 5' element; the 
5' LTR would be favored due to 5' internal domain homology that can facilitate 
alignment. (D) A solo LTR circle carrying a nick in its LTR can recombine with 
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an LTR in the substrate. Recombiruints would predominantly have marker 
genes in the 5' element due to 5' internal domain homology that facilities 
aligrunent. 
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CHAPTER IV. RAD52 DEPENDENT CDNA RECOMBINATION FOR THE 
YEAST RETROTRANSPOSON Ty5 
A manuscript to be submitted to Genetics 
Ning Ke' and Daniel F. Voytas^ 
ABSTRACT 
In the life cycle of retroelements, cDNA generated by reverse transcription 
can enter the genome by two pathways: 1) It can integrate using the element-
encoded integrase, or 2) it can recombine with preexisting elements using the 
recombination system of the host. Unlike most retroelements, the yeast 
retrotransposon Ty5 recombines at high frequency with homologous substrates. 
Two classes of recombinants were identified, which either had exchanged 
markers between the cDNA and the substrate, or had recombined such that the 
cDNA and the substrate were present in tandem. We have previously shown 
that the long terminal repeat (LTR), which resides at the ends of the element, is 
critical for tandem element formation. Deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR suggests 
that the LTR sequences, but not promoter activity, is critical for forming tandem 
products. Marker exchange does not require LTR sequences, suggesting that the 
two classes of recombinants arise through different mechanisms. High frequency 
cDNA recombination of Ty5 is dependent on the host DNA repair gene product 
RAD52, but not on the RADl gene product or Ty5 integrase. Because of its 
location in subtelomeric regions, amplification of Ty5 by recombination may 
contribute to the organization of chromosome ends. 
^ Primary researcher and author. 
^ Assistant professor and corresponding author. Department of Zoology and 
Genetics, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50010. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae has five distinct families of retrotransposons, 
designated Tyl-Ty5 (Boeke and Sandmeyer 1991). Transposition assays have 
been developed for Tyl, Ty3, and Ty5. In these assays, the elements were placed 
under inducible GALl promoters, and selectable marker genes were included to 
facilitate the identification of transposition events. For Tyl, the genetically 
marked cDNA that results from reverse transcription was foimd to typically 
enter the yeast genome by the integration pathway. This cDNA can also 
occasionally recombine with chromosomal Tyl elements, resulting in 
recombinants that either have exchanged markers between the cDNA and the 
substrates, or in which the cDNA and the substrate were present in tandem 
(Melamed, Nevo and Kupiec 1992; Weinstock et al. 1990). In contrast, Ty5 cDNA 
recombines at high frequency with homologous substrates, which is similar to 
what was observed for Tyl elements when the integration pathway is blocked 
(Ke and Voytas 1997; Sharon, Burkett and Garfinkel 1994). 
The mechanism by which cDNA enters the genome by recombination has 
begim to be explored. For Tyl elements, transcription induction of the 
recombination substrates by the GALl promoter increases cDNA recombination, 
suggesting that transcription or chromatin structure may play a role in 
recombination (Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1994). Studies with Ty5 have shown 
that the Ty5 LTR is important for tandem element formation (Ke and Voytas 
1997). Although we proposed that Ty5 LTR sequences themselves are important, 
it is possible that transcription also plays a role in Ty5 cDNA recombination, 
because the Ty5 LTR serves as the Ty5 promoter. Other factors that are important 
for cDNA recombination are the products of the DNA repair genes RADl, 
RAD51, and RAD52 (Petes, Malone and Symington 1991). RADl is an excision 
repair gene, which is responsible for direct-repeat recombination and acts in a 
pathway separate from RAD52 (Liefshitz et al 1995; Schiestl and Prakash 1988). 
RAD51 and RAD52 are important for both meiotic and mitotic homologous 
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recombination and play a role in Tyl and HISS cDNA recombination (Derr and 
Strathem 1993; Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1994; Petes, Malone and Symington 1991; 
Sharon, Burkett and Garfinkel 1994). RADl and RAD52 are reqiiired for 
transcription-induced cDNA recombination (Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1996). 
Ty5 recombination may play a biological role in S. cerevisiae. In addition 
to Ty5, yeast contains other repeated sequences, namely Y' elements and X 
repeats (Louis 1995). Y' elements play a role in telomere structure, as supported 
by the observation that the early senescence phenotype observed for certain 
telomere-length mutants (ESTl) can be overcome by amplification of Y' through 
recombination (Lundblad and Blackburn 1993). The Ty5 elements of 
Saccharomyces are associated with the telomeres and HM loci and preferentially 
integrate into these sites (Zou et al. 1996; Zou, Wright and Voj^as 1995). cDNA 
recombirutional amplification of Ty5 suggests that it may play a similar role to Y' 
in telomere structure. Consistent with this hypothesis, in this study, we show 
that Ty5 cDNA recombines at high frequency with a pre-existing telomeric 
element. The effects of RAD proteins and Ty5 integrase on cDNA recombination 
were also investigated, finally, the mechanisms by which the two classes of 
recombinants (tandem elements and marker exchanges) were further studied 
using the assay we have previously described (Ke and Voytas 1997). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains. Yeast strains used in this study were YPH499 (MATa, gal*, 
trplA63, ura3-52, leulAl, his3A200, lysl-SQl, ade2-101) and its isogenic 
derivatives. The Escherichia coli strain XLl-blue was used for recombinant DNA 
manipulations. Plasmids were introduced into yeast and E. coli by 
electroporation (Ausubel et al. 1987). 
Plasmids. pNK254 and pNK255 were used to calculate cDNA 
recombination frequencies in the wild type and rad strains, Plasmid pNK254 
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contains the wild type Ty5 element with the hisSAl selectable marker imder 
transcriptional control of GALl-10 upstream activating sequences (UASs) (the 
element GALl-TyShisSAF) (Ke and Voytas 1997). The Ty5 integrase mutant 
carried on pNK255 was constructed by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis of an 
integrase subclone pSZ125 (Chen and Przybyla 1994). Primer DV0238 (5'-
GTCGGATCTGTTCGTGCAGCCAATGGTACAGAATr-3') was used to change 
the second aspartate residue of the D,D(35)E domeiin of integrase to an alanine 
residue. The mutated fragment was confirmed by sequencing and used to replace 
the corresponding wUd type region of pNK254. 
The recombination substrates used to determine the role of the Ty5 LTR in 
cDNA recombination were constructed by cloning Ty5 fragments from pNK318 
(full length Ty5 in pRS426) or pXW25 {GAL-Ty5neoAI) into pRS426 (Ke and 
Voytas 1997) (Figure 1): pNK396 contains the 1.6 kb EcoRI fragment of pNK318; 
pNK395 contains the 1.0 kb EcoRl-Nrul fragment of pNK318; pNK394 contains 
the 0. 6 kb EcoRl-Nrul fragment of pNK318; pNK317 contains the Ty5 LTR (Ke 
and Voytas 1997); pNK322 contains the 0.9 kb Nrul-SacH fragment of pNK318; 
pNK323 contains the 1.9 kb fragment of Nrul-Sacll fragment of pXW25; pNK397 
contains the 1.7 kb Nrul-EcoN. fragment of pXW25. 
The LTR deletion constructs were made by a PCR-based method using 
pNK317 (that conteiins the LTR fragment) as a template (Figure 2): pNK413 
contains the first 189 bp of the LTR sequences, which were PCR amplified with 
primers DV0278 (5'-CCGCTCGAGTGTTGAATGTGATAACCCA-3') and DV0329 
(5'-CGGGATCCTATATGTTATGTAAATG-3'); pNK355 contains the last 189 bp 
of the LTR, and was PCR amplified with primers DV0279 (5'-
CCGCTCGAGTAATGTrrTAGACAAG-3') and DV0190 (5'-
TGGATCCTGTTGACGTAGTGAATTA-3'); pNK415 contains the first half of the 
LTR, and was PCR amplified with primers DV0278 and DV0328 (5'-
CGGGATCCTTAAGTACTGTCGGATC-3'); pNK416 contains the internal half of 
the LTR sequences, and was PCR amplified with primers DV0279 and DV0329; 
pNK412 contains the last half of the LTR sequences, which was PCR amplified 
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with primers DV0327 (S'-CGGGATCCATAGnTCTGTGTACAAG-S') and 
DV0190; pNK414 contains the last 1/3 of the LTR, and was PGR amplified with 
primers DV0214 (5'-CCCTCGAGCATTTACATAACATATAGAAAG-3') and 
DV0190. 
The recombination constructs used to determine the role of transcription 
in recombination were constructed as follows (Figure 3): pNK336 contains the 
full length preceded by the GALl-10 UAS from pSZ152 (Zou et al. 1996); pNK315 
contains the GALl-10 UAS in front of the Xhol-BamHI fragment of pNK318; 
pNK305 contains the Xhol-BaniHl fragment of pNK318, with a deletion of the 
first 170 bp of the LTR sequences that contains the promoter; pNK329 contains 
the GALl promoter firom pJEFllOS in front of Ty5 sequences in pNK305. 
Strain construction. One-step gene disruption (Rothstein 1983) was used 
to make the rad derivatives of YPH499. pRR46 contains the RADl gene with the 
region from -212 to +3853 replaced by LEU2 (kind gift of L. Prakash & S. Prakash) 
(Re)molds, Prakash and Prakash 1987)). This plasmid was digested with BaniHl 
before transforming YPH499 by the lithium acetate method. Leu"^ transformants 
were confirmed to be radl by testing their UV sensitivity. pSM21 contains the 
RAD52 gene with a TRPl insertion (kind gift of L. Prakash & S. Prakash). After 
digestion of pSM21 with BamHI and transformation of YPH499, Trp"^ 
transformants were confirmed to be rad52 by Southern blot analysis. The 
radlrad52 strain was constructed by transforming the radl strain with BaniHl-
digested pSM21. Trp^ transformants were confirmed by Southern blot analysis. 
Recombination assays. pNK254 and pNK255 were transformed into 
YPH499 and its rad derivative strains. Three independent transformants were 
used for all analyses. Transposition assays were conducted as previously 
described (Ke and Voytas 1997). To calculate the proportion of plasmid events 
generated by the Ty5 integrase mutant, a total of 246 His"^ colonies were picked 
and patched onto SC-H plates. Patches were grown for two days at 30°C before 
being replica-plated onto SC-H/5-FOA plates. Plates were placed at 30°C for an 
additional two days before scoring for growth. The proportion of plasmid events 
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was calculated by dividing the number of patches that did not grow on SC-H/5-
FOA plates by the number of patches that grew on SC-H plates. In the rad strains, 
the proportion of plasmid events for the Ty5 wild type and integrase mutant was 
calculated by the similar assay with 70-150 His* colonies. 
From strains carrying the Ty5 elements with the integrase mutant 
(pNK255), ten individual His"^ strains with plasmid events were characterized by 
Southern blot analysis. Total yeast DNA was prepared and digested with Xhol or 
Hpal, which cut once in the vector or once in Ty5, respectively. DNA was 
separated on 0.8% agarose gels and transferred to nylon membranes by the 
alkaline transfer method (Ausubel et al. 1987). Filters were hybridized with a ^^F-
labeled HISS probe. Plasmids from representative strains were rescued in 
bacteria and restriction mapped. Assays to measure the recombination 
frequencies for different Ty5 fragments were as previously described (Ke and 
Voytas 1997). 
RESULTS 
The Ty5 LTR is important for tandem element formation, but not for 
marker exchange: In a previous study, we demonstrated that Ty5 cDNA 
recombines at high frequency with homologous substrate (Ke and Voytas 1997). 
Two classes of recombinants were recovered: marker exchanges between the 
cDNA and the subsfrates or tandem elements. The Ty5 LTR was found to be 
critical for tandem element formation. To determine whether the Ty5 LTR is 
also important for marker exchange, recombination substrates carrying Ty5 3' 
end-sequences with or without the 3' LTR were introduced into the strain with 
an integrated GAL-Ty5neoAI element. In addition, other substrates carrying Ty5 
internal coding sequences or the Ty5 LTR were introduced to calculate the 
frequencies of tandem element formation. Transposition assays were carried 
out, and the recombinant frequencies for each substrate were calculated as 
previously described. Eleven to twenty-one recombinants for each substrate were 
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subjected to restriction mapping or sequencing to determine whether they were 
derived from recombination or integration (Figure 1). As characterized earlier, 
the LTR is much better substrate for tandem element formation than the 
interr\al sequences. The recombination frequency for the LTR substrate was at 
least 9.3 fold higher than the internal sequence substrates, even though the 
internal sequences are much longer than the LTR. In contrast, the 
recombination frequencies for the Ty5 3' end sequences with or without 3' LTR 
are very similar. Because most recombinants for Ty5 3' end substrates were 
marker exchanges (data not shown), this indicates that the Ty5 LTR is not 
important for marker exchanges, and suggests that the mechanism by which the 
two classes of recombinants arise is different. 
Deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR determines LTR sequences critical for 
tandem element formation: What we previously proposed that tandem element 
formation occurs preferentially with the 5' end of the element because of 5' 
internal homology between the cDNA and the substrate. It is possible, however, 
that this preference is caused by other reasons unique to the 5' LTR, such as 
promoter activity or protein bound to the promoter. To distinguish between 
these two possibilities, LTR deletion analysis was carried out to determine the 
LTR sequences critical for tandem element formation. Different LTR deletion 
constructs were used as recombination substrates, and the recombination 
frequencies are shown in Figure 2. When 1/3 of the Ty5 LTR is deleted from 
both the 5' and 3' ends, the recombination frequencies dropped about 2 fold. 
However, when the LTR is deleted by 1/2 or more, the recombinant frequencies 
dropped to background levels (data not shown), and no recombination events 
were observed for most of these subsfrates except for pNK416. This is probably 
because these deletion fragments fall below the minimal length for 
recombination. 
Transcription has no effect on tandem element formation: In the LTR 
deletion analysis, constructs deleted by 1/3 still have basal promoter activity (N. 
Ke & D. F. Voytas, impublished data). Although few recombination events were 
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observed for the other deletion constructs, we can not distinguish whether this is 
because they fall below the minimal length for recombination or because of the 
lack of transcription. The role of transcription or transcription induction on Ty5 
cDNA recombination was fully investigated. A full length Ty5 element, a Ty5 
LTR with 354 bp of internal flanking region, and a Ty5 LTR deletion (A 1-170) 
with 354 bp of internal sequences were used as recombination substrates. In 
addition, these sequences were modified by addition of either GALl-10 UASs or a 
GALl (Figure 3). When grown on galactose, there was no significant change in 
the recombination frequencies between the Ty5 sequences themselves (pNK318 
and pNK311) and the Ty5 sequences with the GALl-10 HAS (pNK336 and 
pNK315). This suggests that the GAL induced transcription has no effect on Ty5 
cDNA recombination. For pNK305, in which all the Ty5 LTR promoter element 
is deleted, the recombination frequency is only two fold lower compared to 
pNK311, which has the full length LTR. This two fold change is probably because 
the deleted LTR sequences themselves are important for tandem element 
formation and not that the promoter activity is deleted. This suggests that Ty5 
promoter activity is not important for tandem element formation. Consistent 
with this observation, driving the transcription of pNK305 by the GALl 
promoter has no effect on tandem element formation either. 
The effect of TyS integrase on cDNA recombination: Studies with the Tyl 
elements suggested that Tyl integrase may affect Tyl cDNA recombination. To 
determine whether TyS integrase affects Ty5 cDNA recombination, a Ty5 
integrase mutant was made to test its effects on recombination. Integrase is 
responsible for integration of the retroelements into the host genome, and a 
portion of its catalytic domain is conserved among all refroviruses, 
retrofransposons and even bacterial IS elements (Rowland and Dyke 1990). This 
domain is characterized by two invariant aspartates, the second of which is 
separated by 35 residues from a glutamate [D,D(35)E]. In studies with retroviruses 
such as HIV-1, avian RSV and the yeast retrotransposon Ty3, it has been shown 
that mutations in any of these three residues dramatically reduced integration 
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(Kirchner and Sandmeyer 1996; Skalka 1993). The Ty5 integrase was mutated by 
changing the second aspartate residue of the D,D(35)E domain to alanine. 
Transposition assay with this integrase mutant showed that the integrase mutant 
caused a seven-fold decrease in the overall frequency of His"^ cell formation, and 
all of the 246 His"^ events are plasmid associated (Table 1). Because most 
chromosomal events are primarily due to integration, and plasmid events are 
due to recombination (Ke and Voytas 1997; Zou et al. 1996; Zou, Kim and Voytas 
1996), this suggested that the D,D(35)E domain is important for the Ty5 
integration pathway, and the recombination frequency dropped 2-4 fold for the 
integrase mutant Ty5 compared to the wildtype Ty5 element Ten individual 
plasmid His"^ events were characterized by Southern blot analysis of total yeast 
DNA and the restriction mapping of the recombinant plasmids rescued in E. coli. 
Similar to the wildtype elements, all plasmid events arose by recombination 
(Figure 4), and they also fell into two different classes: seven of them with the 
HISS marker gene acquired by the donor Ty5 by gene conversion or double cross­
over with a Ty5 cDNA (named marker exchange), and the other three with the 
donor Ty5 and a Ty5 cDNA present in tandem. 
Ty5 cDNA recombination requires RAD52.: Recombination in S. 
cerevisiae is influenced by some genes involved in DNA repair. There are three 
groups of repair genes, designated excision repair genes, recombinational repair 
genes, and error-prone repair genes. RAD52, a recombinational repair gene, is 
responsible for most homologous recombination events (Petes, Malone and 
S5anington 1991). RADl, an excision repair gene, is involved in direct repeat 
recombination and acts in a separate pathway from RAD52 (Liefshitz et al. 1995; 
Schiestl and Prakash 1988). RADl and RAD52 are also shown to be involved in 
Tyl cDNA recombination (Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1994; Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 
1996; Sharon, Burkett and Garfinkel 1994). Because Ty5 cDNA recombination 
occurs at such a high frequency, we decided to look at the roles of RADl and 
RAD52 genes on cDNA recombination. 
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Donor plasmids containing either wild tj^e or integrase mutant Ty5 
elements were introduced into the wild type, radl, rad52 or radlradSl mutant 
strains. Transposition assays were conducted, eind overall His^ frequencies were 
calculated. For each construct/strain combination, about 70-140 His"^ cells were 
picked and passed through 5-FOA selection to determine the percentage of 
plasmid events (Table 1). The overall His* frequency dropped seven-fold for the 
integrase mutant in a wild backgroimd, and 2.6 fold for the wild type Ty5 in 
the rad52 background. However, in rad52/Ty5 integrase double mutants, the 
overall His* frequency showed a synergistic reduction of at least 800 fold, 
suggesting integration and recombination are the two major pathways by which 
Ty5 cDNA joins its targets. RADl did not have much effect on the overall His* 
frequencies for both the wild type and integrase mutant Ty5s, however, the 
plasmid proportion in the radl strain dropped from 56.2% in the wild type strain 
to 37.2% in the radl strains. This suggests that RAD 2 affects Ty5 cDNA 
recombination to some extent. In contrast, RAD52 seems to play an essential role 
in Ty5 cDNA recombination, in that in the rad52 sfrain, the proportion of 
plasmid events was less than 1% compared to 56.2% in the wild type sfrain. In 
radlrad52 double mutants, the overall His* frequency and plasmid proportion 
were similar to those of the rad52 strain. 
DISCUSSION 
Ty5 cDNA recombines at high frequency with homologous substrates. 
This results in tandem elements or elements that have exchanged their markers 
with the cDNA. Using an assay system we developed previously to identify 
sequences important for recombination, we have foimd that Ty5 LTR is critical 
for tandem element formation (Ke and Voytas 1997). This assay has also allowed 
us to identify the cis-acting sequences important for both classes of 
recombination events, and therefore has helped us to understand the 
mechanisms by which they arise. 
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The Ty5 LTR is important for tandem element formation, but not for 
marker exchange: Internal sequences near the 3' end of Ty5 only promote 
tandem element formation. This is likely because homology only exists on one 
side of the marker. Substrates with the LTR generate tandem elements about 10 
times more frequently. This once again suggests that the Ty5 LTR is important 
for tandem element formation and that the two classes of recombirwnts arise by 
different mechanisms. While tandem element formation requires the LTR ends 
of the element, marker exchange only requires the homology of the marker or 
flanking sequences. 
The role of transcription or transcription induction in Ty5 cDNA 
recombination: The 5' LTR is important for tandem element formation, which 
could be due to the 5' flanking homology shared between the substrate and the 
cDNA. Alternatively, it could be because the 5' LTR is the promoter, while the 3' 
LTR is the transcription terminator. Traiiscription induction of a substrate Tyl 
element can increase its gene conversion frequency with a marked Tyl cDNA by 
10 fold, suggesting that teanscription or chromatin structure may play a role in 
Tyl cDNA recombination. However, our data show that transcription induction 
of a Ty5 element by the GALl-10 IMS has no effect on Ty5 cDNA recombination, 
neither on overall recombination frequencies (pNK318 and pNK336) nor on 
tandem element formation (pNK311 and pNK315). It is unlikely that 
franscription or protein factors bound to the Ty5 promoter are important for 
recombination, in that deleting all of the promoter does not have significant 
effects on frequencies of tandem element formation. Furthermore, restoring the 
franscription of pNK305 with the GALl promoter does not increase 
recombination frequencies. Thus, these data suggests that the preference for 
tandem element formation with the 5' Ty5 subsfrates is caused by the Ty5 
sequences themselves, rather than by franscription. 
Deletion analysis of the Ty5 LTR showed that deleting 1/3 of the LTR 
sequences from either the 5' end or the 3' end dropped recombination 
frequencies two fold. In confrast, deleting 1/2 or more of the element dropped 
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recombinant frequencies to the background level, and no recombination events 
were recovered for most of these deletion cor\structs. This suggests that neither 
the 5' nor the 3' one third of the LTR is essential for tandem element formation. 
However, deletion of one half of the LTR may reduce the recombination 
substrate length below the minimal efficient processing segment (MEPS) 
required for recombination (Jinks-Robertson, Michelitch and Ramcharan 1993; 
Shen and Huang 1986). Judged from this study, the MEPS for Ty5 tandem 
element formation is somewhere from 127 to 181 bps. 
The role of integrase and RAD genes on Ty5 cDNA recombination: To 
identify factors important for high frequency Ty5 cDNA recombii\ation, we 
investigated the effect of mutations in Ty5 integrase and genes involved in 
recombination (RAD genes). A Ty5 integrase mutant was constructed by 
mutating the second aspcirtate residue of the conserved catalytic domain 
[D,D(35)E] to an alanine. Transposition assays conducted with this integrase 
mutant revealed that most of the His"^ events were due to Ty5 cDNA 
recombination with the plasmid element (>98.6%), and most chromosomal 
events were blocked. This suggests that mutations in the D,D(35)E domain, as 
documented for the retroviruses and Ty3 (Kirchner and Sandmeyer 1996; Skalka 
1993), abolish Ty5 integrase activity, and that Ty5 cDNA recombination can occur 
in the absence of functional integrase. The classes of recombinants and their 
frequencies were similar to that observed for wild type: seven marker exchanges 
and three tandem elements. This is very similar to what was observed for Tyl 
elements when the integration pathway was blocked. However, the Ty5 cDNA 
recombination frequency dropped about two to four fold compared to the wild 
type element (wild type (0.885 X 0.562)/ mutant (0.115 X 0.986)). This could be 
because the integrase mutant also affects other steps of the Ty5 life cycle, such as 
reverse transcription or cDNA stability. Studies with Ty3 have shown that 
deletion of the carboxyl-terminus of Ty3 integrase caused a dramatic reduction in 
the amount of Ty3 cDNA in vivo and a decrease in reverse transcriptase activity 
in vitro (Kirchner and Sandmeyer 1996). 
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To identify the RAD genes important for Ty5 cDNA recombination, 
recombination frequencies were assayed for both the wild type and the integrase 
mutant in wild type, radl, rad52 and radlradSl strains. Ty5 cDNA recombination 
is dependent on the RAD52 gene. The requirement of RAD52 demonstrates that 
Ty5 recombination is homology dependent. RADl was found to only slightly 
affect Ty5 cDNA recombination, probably because RADl affects recombination by 
removing non-homologous DNA ends (Fishman-Lobell and Haber 1992), which 
is not the case in our system. The overall His* frequency showed a synergistic 
reduction of at least 800 fold in the rad52/integrase double mutant. This suggests 
that like Tyl, integration and recombination are the two major pathways for Ty5 
cDNA to enter the genome. 
The effect of RAD genes on recombination has previously been studied for 
the Tyl elements. Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec showed that RAD51 is important for 
wild type Tyl cDNA recombination (Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1994), and RAD52 
has only modest effects (Nevo-Caspi and Kupiec 1996). Sharon et al. showed that 
RAD52 is essential when the Tyl integration pathway is blocked (Sharon, Burkett 
and Garfinkel 1994). Both of these studies contrast with the essential role RAD52 
plays in Ty5 cDNA recombiriation for both wild type and integrase mutants. 
These differences could be explained if Tyl and Ty5 use different recombination 
mechanisms, or they could be due to different assay systems employed for each 
study. It is interesting to note that the recombination and integration pathways 
seem to be independent for Ty5, whereas they appear to interact for Tyl. For 
example, mutations in either Ty5 integrase or rad52 show a several fold 
reduction in the overall His* frequency. For Tyl, no overall change in the 
frequency of His* cells is observed for the similar mutants. 
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HGURE LEGENDS 
FIG. 1. The Ty5 LTR is critical for tandem element formation, but not for marker 
exchange. Recombinant frequencies, recombination proportioris and 
recombination frequencies for different Ty5 fragments are calculated as described 
previously in Chapter HI. pl'>JK396, pNK395, pNK394, and pNK317 contain Ty5 
fragments that can recombine with cDNA through tandem element formation. 
pNK322, pNK323 and pNK397 contain Ty5 fragments that can recombine with 
cDNA through marker exchanges or tandem element formation. 
FIG. 2. Frequencies of tandem element formation for the Ty5 LTR deletion 
substrates. Recombinant frequencies, recombination proportions and 
recombination frequencies for different Ty5 LTR fragments were calculated as 
described previously in Chapter lU. 
FIG. 3. Transcription induction of recombination substrates does not affect Ty5 
cDNA recombination frequencies. Recombinant frequencies, recombination 
proportions and recombination frequencies for Ty5 fragments with or without 
GALl-10 UAS or GALl promoter were calculated as previously described in 
Chapter lU. 
FIG. 4. Structural analysis plasmid recombinants for integrase mutant Ty5. 
Characterization of the plasmid recombinants for the integrase mutant Ty5. A) 
Maps of plasmids carrying the donor and recombinant Ty5 elements. B) 
Southern blot analysis of plasmid recombinants for integrase mutant Ty5. 
Table 1. Recombination of INT and int Ty5 cDNA in different rad strains ® 
Strain Ty5/strain His+ frequency His+ frequency Plasmid events/ Chromosomal events/ 
genotype (XIO"^) relative to wt total (%) total (%) 
YNK366 INT/wt 0.885±0.299 1.000 59/105 (56.2%) 46/105 (43.8%) 
YNK372 im/radl 0.726±0.120 0.820 54/145 (37.2%) 91/145 (62,8%) 
YNK378 INT/rad52 0.334+0.052 0.377 1/119 (0.84%) 118/119 (99.2%) 
YNK384 INT/radlrad52 0.254±D.075 0.287 1/140 (0.71%) 139/140 (99.3%) 
YNK369 int/w t 0.115±0,016 0.130 69/70 (98.6%) 1/70 (1.43%) 
YNK375 int/radl 0.124+0.014 0.140 128/128 (100%) 0/128 (0.00%) 
YNK381 intfradSl <0.001 <0.001 N/D N/D 
YNK387 intfradlradSl 0.001+0.001 0.001 N/D N/D 
" Table 1. The His+ frequency was calculated by dividing the His"*" cell number by the total Ura^ cell number. His+ 
frequency relative to wildtype was calculated by dividing the His+ frequencies of different strains by the His+ 
frequency of wildtype strain carrying wildtype Ty5. The recombination proportion was calculated by dividing the 
His+/5-FOA" ceU number by His+ cell number. The remaining His"'" events were chromosomal events. 
Recombination Ty5 fragments Recombinant Recombination Recombination 
eubstratee treauenclee proportion freauenclee 
5431 bp 
pNK318 — — ^ _ N/A 
140«bp 
pNK3BS — — — — — — 3.41Sf 2.040 1/ia 0.100-»0.147 
1050 bp 
pNK305 — _ — — _ —I I- — — — — 1.«43 +0.100 0/1B <0.102 
620 bp 
pNK3«4 — — — — — — — — — — — — — -I I— — — 1.813+0.1S8 2/10 o.iea*o.oie 
291 bp 
pNK317 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — B— — 2.427 ^0.882 8/11 1.788 4 0.431 
819 bp 
pNK322 — — — — — — — — — — — — — CZZZB- — — 3.888 40.828 20^1 3.822*0.803 
10  ^bp 
pNK323 — — — — — — — — — — — — — I — — 10.82743.348 13/18 9.21042.900 
1878 bp 
pNK307 — — — — — — — — — — — — — I I — — — fl.3674l.002 14/18 8.743 4 1.881 
Figure 1. The lys LTR is critical for tandem element formation^ but not for marker exchange 
Recombination 
substrates 
lys LTR fragments Recombinant Recombination Recombination 
frequencies proportion Ireouenctes 
pNK317 
189 b 
pNK413 — — 
185 b 
pNK355 — — 
pNK415 — — 
pNK416 — — 
pNK412 
pNK414 
1.489-I-0.046 10/18 0.827+0.027 
0.844 4-0.214 6/12 0.422 + 0.107 
0.769 + 0.182 5/12 0.320 + 0.076 
<0.037 N/A <0.037 
0.161 4- 0.018 3/11 0.044 + 0.005 
<0.047 N/A <0.047 
0.148 + 0.017 0/12 <0.012 
Figure 2. Frequencies of tandem element formation for the lys LTR deletion substrates 
Recombination Tys fragments Recombinant Recombination Recombination 
substrates frequencies proportion frequencies 
pNK318 ^ »•' 4.131 tO.482 39^9 4.131*0.482 
pNK336 mf | — -6.096 ±1.666 11/11 6.096^1.666 
pNK311 W I— — — — — — — — 0.907 ± 0.206 WIS 0.0071.0.206 
pNK315 I— — _______ 0.720 * 0.224 12/12 0.720 *0.224 
pNK305 H » —  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  0 . 4 3 9  *  0 . 1 2 7  6 / 6  0 . 4 3 9  * 0 . 1 2 7  
pNK329 mM I _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  0 . 4 9 0  *  0 . 1 2 7  S / S  0 . 4 9 0 * 0 . 1 2 7  
Figure 3. Transcription induction of recombination substrates does not affect lyS 
cDNA recombination frequencies 
A. B. 
Donor lys with hisSAI: 
Xhat HpM 
kM  ^
I. Marker exchange: 
XhtA HpM 
II. Tandem elements: 
XhcH HpM 
Jf L fM. 
mniiiim 
I 
inTTTTil 
Plasmid events recovered 
from TVS integrase mutant 
Xhoi: 
II 
II 
Figure 4. Structural analysis plasmid recombinants for integrase mutant lys 
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CHAPTER V. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Because the expression of retroelements may have deleterious effects on 
their host, mechanisms exist that regulate retroelement expression. This 
regulation can occur at the transcriptional, translational, post-translatiorial levels 
as well as through targeted integration or recombination. My dissertation 
research has focused on the trai\scriptional regulation of the yeast Ty5 elements 
and the Ty5 cDNA recombination pathway. This work furthers our 
understcuiding of host-element interactions. 
TyS transcription is regulated by cell type and mating pheromone 
Ty5 trar\scription is haploid specific and is repressed 10 fold in diploid 
cells. TyS transcription is also regulated by the pheromone response pathway, in 
that TyS transcription is induced 20 fold by pheromone treatment. Deletion 
analysis of the TyS LTR revealed that both types of regulation are conferred by 
sequences from nucleotides 33-66 within the TyS LTR. This region includes 
three perfect matches to the pheromone responsive elements (PREs) and one 
putative al-a2 binding site. PRE sequences are known to mediate pheromone 
regulated transcription, and al-(x2 binding sites mediate transcriptional 
repression in diploids. TyS transcription is also repressed by flanking silent 
chromatin, and this silencing effect can be reversed by treatment with 
pheromones, which are present during mating. Transposition assays revealed 
that TyS transposes when exposed to the mating pheromones and during 
mating. Mating synchronizes the yeast cell cycle, and it remains to be 
determined if TyS transcription and/or transposition is coordinated with the cell 
cycle. It would also be of interest to determine at what stage in the cell cycle 
integration occurs. Such information would further our understanding of how 
TyS expression is integrated with the life cycle of its host. 
Ill 
Ty5 cDNA recombines at high frequency 
More than 30% of putative Ty5 transposition events are due to cDNA 
recombination with a homologous plasmid substrate. Ty5 cDNA also 
recombines efficiently with homologous sequences in the chromosome. Ty5 
cDNA recombination is dependent on the host RAD52 gene, while Ty5 integrase 
and the host RADl gene have no effect on recombination. Two classes of 
recombinants are generated: elements that have exchanged markers and tandem 
elements. By developing an assay system that allowed me to identify the cis-
acting sequences involved in cDNA recombination, I found that the Ty5 LTR is 
important in mediating tandem element formation, but not marker exchange. 
This suggested that the two classes of recombinants arise by different 
mechanisms. I proposed models for tandem element formation based on the 
importance of the LTBt While the recombination pathway provides another 
means to target cDNA to non-coding regions, it might have a more important 
biological role. Because Ty5 elements are mostly associated with telomeric 
regions, recombinational amplification may be important in maintaining 
telomere structure. In the future, it will be of interest to determine whether Ty5 
can rescue mutants defective in maintaining their telomere length. 
Comparison of Ty5 research to other retroelements and its significance 
Transcription of Ty5 elements is repressed by silent chromatin, which is 
very similar to the transaiptional repression of Tyl and Ty3 elements by 
adjacent rDNA or tRNA genes. Interestingly, traiiscription of tRNA genes is 
required for Tyl and Ty3 targeting as well as transcriptional repression. 
Similarly, Ty5 integration requires silent chromatin for targeting, which, in turn, 
causes transaiptional repression. Thus, targeted integration or recombination is 
also important in transcriptional regulation of integrated elements. This may be 
a general rule for retroelements. 
Ty5 transcription is regulated by cell type and mating pheromones. 
Transcription induction and transposition are observed when cells are exposed 
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to mating pheromones or during the mating process. Ty3 is similarly regulated, 
and cell cycle regulation of retrovirus expression has been documented 
extensively. Thus, the study of cell cycle regulation of Ty5 expression may help 
us understand how retroviruses are regulated. 
Ty5 recombines at a high frequency and cDNA recombination is 
dependent on the host RAD52 gene. Because Ty5 is primarily associated with the 
telomere, its amplification by either integration or recombination may be 
important in maintaining telomere structure. In Drosophila, the telomeres are 
composed of the LINE-like retroelements HetA and TART. Another 
subtelomeric repeat is the S. cerevisiae Y' element. Y' can be amplified by 
recombination to rescue a mutant defective in maintaining telomere length 
{estl). It therefore will be interesting to determine whether Ty5 serves a similar 
function. This may help us better understand the role of retroelements in 
genome structure and maintenance. 
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